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Hospital seeks stronger relationship
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
GILBERTSVILLE, Ky. — With a lawsuit brought by one of its own board members pending in Calloway County Circuit
Court. the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Corporation is looking for some
public support.
Even before the lawsuit was filed, however. consultants hired by the hospital were
in the process of drawing up a strategic plan
that would, hopefully, garner not only community support, but also backing from
employees within the hospital.
Hospital CEO Isaac Coe unveiled that
plan to the hospital's board of commission-

ers during a weekend retreat held at Kenlake
State Resort Park.
The retreat culminated in a meeting of
the board, during which Coe touched on
some of the plan's high points.
Coe said much of the plan will focus on
enhancing the relationship between the hospital as an organization and the people who
work for the hospital.
"We're very well into that," Coe said.
"We're looking at our benefits plan. We're
looking at our work scheduling opportunities. We're looking at our policies and procedures to see if can strengthen that relationship.
"We just want to involve people in our

quality improvement process. This truly is
their hospital. The people who are here are
what make the hospital what it is, so we
want to make sure that they're involved in
making decisions about their work future."
Coe said the main target of the plan is to
advance hospital board, physician, management and community leadership. As far as
how that aspect of the plan will be reached,
he said several goals have been put in place
that will, hopefully, achieve success.
"We'd start almost immediately," Coe
said of attempting to achieve the goals of the
plan. "In fact, we've already started on a lot
of them."
While the mention of strategic plans

often conjures up images of sweeping phys- either get better or we get worse."
ical changes, Coe said any changes to the
There are definitely plenty of issues to
layout of the hospital or its surrounding area deal with, according to reports presented
will hinge on how effectively the other parts during Saturday's meeting. First and foreof the plan work.
most is the hospital's ongoing problem with
"There's one or two goals out of 32 that patient length of stay.
talk about the physical plan," Coe said."We
"Length of stay continues to be high."
will only develop the physical plan in said Louie Vetter, MCCH chief financial
response to the amount of business we're officer."We're 28 percent above the norm in
doing."
,that area. We need to work to improve on
Board chair Scott Seiber said the plan that."
represents the hospital's desire to continue
Unnecessary days. according to Sally
to provide better service and adapt to the Davenport, MCCH vice president of patient
changes it will face in the future.
care services, are defined as days that a
"We are very much like an athletic team,"
Seiber said. "We don't stay the same. We

II See Page 2

Board gets
favorable
opinion on
foundation
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
A legal opinion from the
Louisville-based law firm of Frost
Staff Writer
GILBERTSVILLE, Ky. — If Brown Todd addressed to hospital
Murray-Calloway County Hospital CEO Isaac Coe, however, contends
Corporation attorney Steve Sanders that the creation of the foundation
is concerned about the lawsuit filed and the transfer of funds is legal
in Calloway County District Court according to Section 179 of the
last week regarding the hospital's Kentucky Constitution.
"For the same reason that City
Community Healthcare Foundation,
and County support of a public hoshe is not showing it.
-It will be dealt with according- pital is constitutional, the Hospital
ly," Sanders said at a meeting of the Corporation's funding of a private
MCCH Board of Commissioners foundation to support hospital activheld Saturday at Kenlake State ities is also consistent with Section
Resort Park. -It reflects, to me, the 179." the opinion stated.
uncertainty and the unfamiliarity the
"Because
Community
the
(Calloway County) fiscal court has Healthcare Foundation was created
by the Hospital Corporation to supwith the functions of this hospital."
The suit is requesting that over $2 port its non-profit health care purmillion in public funds that were poses, the use of Hospital
transferred to the foundation be Corporation
the
funds
for
returned to the hospital's own Foundation's corpus satisfies the
account. The suit also demands a 'public purpose' test and therefore
permanent and temporary injunction does not contravene Section 179 of
prohibiting the expenditure or trans- the Kentucky Constitution."
fer of any assets or monies by the
Sanders also alleged that memhospital for the benefit of the foun- ber, of the fiscal court were not
made privy to cases cited in the
dation.
Another main component of the Frost Brown Todd opinion.
suit is its claim that the foundation Calloway County Judge-Executive
was illegally created. The suit cites Larry Elkins was not present at
KRS 65.1575. which states that only Saturday's meeting.
It was the second opinion the
a local government may establish a
foundation; therefore it alleges that foundation had sought regarding the
since the hospital is not a local unit matter. An earlier one also upheld
of government, it broke. the law the foundation's position.
when it set up the foundation.

BERNARD KANE Ledger &
P' WET WORK ... Volunteers gathered in the parking lot of Stewart Stadium Saturday morning to help Calloway County residents
recycle paper, cans, glass, eyeglasses and assorted other materials. Proceeds from the recycling are used to benefit local
social service agencies.

Gas prices saw leveling off
Refiners stepping
up "to the plate'
CAMARILLO,Calif.(AP)— Gasoline
prices nationwide leveled off during the two
weeks ending May 18, apparently ending a
series of increases that sent prices up 29 cents a
gallon over a two-month period, an analyst said
Sunday.
The average price of gas, including all grades
and taxes, rose only about three-quarters of a
cent between May 4 and May 18, to $1.76 per

gallon, according to the Lundberg Survey of
8,000 stations nationwide.
While prices remain at an all-time unadjusted
high, increased supplies have at least temporarily put an end to the big price hikes that alarmed
motorists. said analyst Trilby Lundberg.
"The refiners and marketers have stepped up
to the plate to meet the challenge of splintering
supplies of the many types of gasoline required
around the country to prevent smog," Lundberg
said."and supplies are no longer so critical."
Even as demand rises with Memorial Day
weekend — the unofficial start of summer driving season — prices should remain steady and

Ky.Ag Commish wants
extra help vs. arrnyworms

Wicked
Winds

FRANKFORT. Ky.(AP) — A worm that attacks grasses and grains has
infested pastures in western Kentucky and the state Department of
Agriculture is seeking federal help.
Agriculture Commissioner Billy Ray Smith will ask federal officials to
approve expanded pesticide use, a department statement said Monday.
I lossThe pest is the armyworm. which occasionally causes catastri/laic
es. So far, it has wrought more damage to pasture land than to corn or grain
Damage has been west of a line between Breckinridge and Monroe counties.
the statement said.
There is not enough armyworm insecticide available, and the department
plans to ask the Environmental Protection Agency to allow farmers to use
alternative insecticides, the statement said. It did not identif% them. Rut
Doug Johnson. an extension entomologist who is gathering data on the
infestation, said several insecticides for small grain and corn are a% ailahle.
The armyworm is an early season pest that typically has three or four generations per season. The first generation usually is the most destructive.

Ledger &
Times Photo
POST-STORM DAMAGE ...
A tree partially lies on
Dudley Street here this
(Monday) morning; a victim of Sunday's storms
and strong winds. Similar
tree and leaf debris was
widespread across town
after the strong storms
that crossed the region.
BERNARD KANE
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could fall a couple of cents in many cities.
Lundberg said.
She said,recent price jumps were due to strain
on the market caused by the difficulty of manufacturing the different gas foanulas used around
the country. and were not connected to produk.-tion cuts by the Organization of the Petroleum
Exporting Countries.
The average weighted prices on Friday were
$1.72 per gallon for self-serve regular. $1.82 for •
self-serve midgrade and $1.90 for self-sere premium. For full-service, the prices were $2.05 for
regular. $2.14 for midgrade and $2.22 for premi.
urn.
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Some boos at
prayer-less
graduation

KentuckyBriefs
GEORGETOWN, Ky.(AP) — The
first Georgetown International Kite
Festival was a hit this weekend with
about 2,000 to 3,000 people in attendance, organizers said.
With the morning rain showers on
Saturday, the festival got off to a
slow start, but as the rain clouds
departed, the crowd moved in.
Several food booths ran out of food
by 2 p.m.
The Tahara Kite Preservation
Society of Tahara, Japan demonstrated traditional Japanese kitebuilding and kite-flying techniques.
The group also made nearly 200
kites to give away to children.
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — The
American Legion Baseball Great
Lakes Regional Tournament will
come to Paducah next summer —
bringing an estimated 10,000 fans
with it.
The American Legion's board of
announced
Brooks
directors
Stadium as the tournament's location at its annual spring meeting in
Indianapolis this weekend. The tournament will be held Aug. 15-19,
2002.
Paducah's American Legion Post
31 will host and play in the Olympic-

style, double-elimination tournament
for 15-to-18-year-olds. It will showcase state championship teams from
Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Michigan.
Minnesota, Ohio and Pennsylvania.
Paducah will receive 'an automatic
bid to the tournament.
National
Legion
American
Commission Chairman Joseph E.
Caouette Jr. gave the city high praises.
"Paducah will be an outstanding
site for the tournament, based on its
strong community support and
excellent organizing committee,"
Caouette said.
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"The government of Israel and
the Palestinian. Authority must act
swiftly and decisively to halt the
violence. Their immediate objectives then should be to rebuild confidence and resume negotiations," the
report said in its summary of recomWASHINGTON
(AP)
—
mendations.
Advocates of tougher seat belt laws
"The restoration of trust is essen- give more than A third of the states a
tial, and the parties should take affir- below-average grade for their efforts
mative steps to this end. Given the to protect against highway deaths.
The report by the National Safety
high level of hostility and mistrust,
the timing and sequence of these Council kicks off a nationwide
steps are obviously crucial. We urge police crackdown on drivers who
don't wear seat belts and don't buckthem to begin the process ...
le up kids. More than 10,000 U.S.
diatel s".
enforcement agencies will have
law
The United States is trying to put
checkpoints and increased patrols
together a package deal for renewbeginning Monday and lasting
ing peace talks that would include through Memorial Day.
some of the Mitchell Commission
"Our message is timple — we
recommendations, said a senior don't want to write tickets, but if
Palestinian official speaking On con- necessary, we will," said Col. Anna
dition of anonymity.
Amos of the South Carolina
Transport Police.
The study found that people use

Group wants tougher seat belt laws

Tyrm. Thompson
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Board. Murray City Hall council
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patient stays .after he or she has been cleared to be discharged. Davenport said the hospital was nine days over
the number of acceptable unnecessary days in April.
On the upside. Davenport said the hospital's physicians have continued to excel in the area of detecting
atrial fibrillation, a type of heart quiver that can increase
the risk of stroke.
"I wanted to brag a little bit on our physicians,"
Davenport said. "This is probably what led to us to

Due to an editorial error, two headlines in the Murray
Ledger & Times' Saturday Section B were transposed
and placed over the wrong articles. The headline
"Standards tight on some loans" appeared over a story
about local Western Kentucky Construction Association
members Chris Clark and Dennis Smith attending a

9-1-6

Pick 4:
9-6-8-0

Shell

.c&
ce4s

WASHINGTON, DC — Chris
Clark (John Clark Construction Co.,
Inc., Murray), Vice-President, and
Dennis Smith (Pinnacle, Inc.,
Benton), President, of the Western
Kentucky Construction Association,
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lance and a $357,507 variable angle gamma camera.
• Voted to present Jim Taylor, senior vice president of
professional services, with a resolution of appreciation at
the board's next meeting. Taylor will be retiring, and
Saturday's meeting was his last official one with the
board.

White House briefing with Vice President Dick Cheney.
The headline "Local contractors at White Efouse briefing" was over an Associated Press story about banks
tightening credit card loan standards.
The Ledger & Times regrets the error. Below is the
contractors story and the correct headline.

TACO JOHN'S
2 Crispy Tacos for

99c

a chapter of the Associated General
Contractors of America (AGC),
recently attended a 'White House
briefing with Vice President Dick
Cheney.
The 140 AGC chapter leaders
from throughout the country were
invited to. the White House for this
special briefing while they were in
Washington, DC for the` 2001 AGC
Leadership Conference.
Vice President Cheney discussed
President Bush's tax cut package

and other issues of importance. He
also praised AGC for supporting
President Bush's tax plan, including
efforts to repeal the estate tax.
The annual conference consisted
of roundtable discussions and educational seminars on such timely
topics as work site safety, industry
image, effective leadership skills
and workforce investment.
The AGC leaders also met with
their respective members of
Congress.
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DEATH & TAXES.
Both are inevitable, right?
Actually, the I.R.S. offers some wiggle room on the taxes part.
In fact, some types of investments accumulate capital gains,
interest and dividends on a tax-deferred basis.* To achieve this
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being ranked in the top 100 hospitals in the nation in
stroke care."
In other business, the board:
• Approved the capital purchases of a $71,000 ambu-

Local contractors at White House briefing

*-ocfr.
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it comes to seat belt use, with deadly consequences," said Alan
McMillan, president of the National
Safety Council. "We know that
high-visibility .enforcement gets
people to buckle up and saves lives."
Traffic crashes killed 32,061
Americans in 1999 — or 15 per
100.000 people. much higher than
most other developed countries, the
report said. For example, Canada
has 92 percent seat belt use and a
traffic fatality rate of about 9 per
100,000.
California. which at 89 percent
has the highest seat belt use in the
country, is the only state to earn an
A. Twelve other states receive a
grade of B or above.

From Page 1
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belts more often and die in traffic
accidents less frequently in the
District of Columbia and 17 states
that allow officers to stop and ticket
unbuckled motorists.
Nineteen states got D's and F's in
the report. Chuck Hurley, executive
director of the Air Bag & Seat Belt
Safety Campaign, said politicians in
those states refuse to pass laws that
are proven to save lives.
The report graded the states
based on a government-approved
seat belt use survey, the strength of
restraint laws, fatality rates and participation of law enforcement in the
crackdown.
"The U.S. ranks behind virtually
every other developed country when

prayers were said.
Natasha
Valedictorian
Appenheimer was booed when she
received her diploma. Her family,
backed by the American Civil
Liberties Union, had filed the lawsuit that led to the restraining order.
Meanwhile, some stood and
applauded class speaker Ryan
Brown when he bowed his head for
a moment of silence before his
speech.
About 200 people attended a
prayer vigil before the ceremony,
and a placard-carrying atheist and a
Pentecostal minister got into a
shouting match.
In spite of the turbulent atmosphere. Appenheimer said she wasn't
upset by the way things turned out.
"It's ply graduation. I'm happy,"
she said. "I think (the lawsuit) was
worth it. We changed things, we
righted a wrong and made something better than it was before. I
learned that when you believe in
something, you should stand up for
it."
Graduate Annie White disagreed,
saying many class members wanted
to demonstrate that "God was a part
of our graduation."
Superintendent Lee Edwards said
the school district might appeal
McDade's ruling. He said the invocation and benediction prayers usually said at the ceremony were
innocuous, and —You would have to
have been working pretty hard to be
offended."
School district officials defended
the prayer on grounds that students,
not administrators, were in charge of
graduation.
The Supreme Court's landmark
1962 decision outlawed organized
prayer in public schools. In 1992,
the justices barred clergy-led prayers

• Hosptial

CALL
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3 months
• $18.75
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CHURCH SHOOTING ... Worshippers comfort one another after a shooting in which two
women were killed Friday night, May 18, 2001, at the Greater Oak Missionary Baptist Church
in Hopkinsville, Ky. Killed in the shooting were Mary Anne Turner and Adrianne Radford, both
of Hopkinsville. Fredrick Radford, the estranged husband of Adrianne Radford, surrendered
after a standoff with Hopkinsville Police Chief Kenny Over, said Cpl. Mike Wood, a
spokesman for the Hopkinsville Police Department.

Walter L Apperson

Publisher
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Peoria suburb that no graduation

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — There
was no big winner in Saturday
night's $1 million Lotto Kentucky
drawing, lottery officials said.
The jackpot will increase to $1.1
million for the next drawing.
One ticket matched five of six
numbers to win $1,000 and 400 tickets matched four of six numbers to
win $50 each.
Saturday's winning numbers were
11, 28, 30, 33, 37 and 41 (eleven,
twenty-eight, thirty, thirty-three, thirty-seven and forty-one).

Commission calls
for end to violence
NEW YORK (AP) — A commission le4aby_lermer U.S. Sen. George
Mitchell jailed on Israel to stop,
,. huilding less ish settlements and
urged both sides to end violence.
say ing a restoration of trust is essential to end eight months of IsraeliPalestinian bloodshed.
The commission, established as
part of a U.S.-brokered cease-fire in
October that did not take hold, recommended a series of steps to be
taken b‘ both sides and said' a cooling off period should begin at once.
Some ot the findings were reported
earlier.

WASHINGTON, Ill.(AP) — The
class valedictorian was booed and
another student was applauded for
holding a moment of silence after a
judge barred prayer at Washington
Community High School's graduation.
A federal judge issued a restraining order days before Sunday's ceremony blocking any student-led
prayer. It was the first time in the 80year history of the school in this
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MSU College of Education
announces summer courses

DEATHS

Special to the Ledger

Miss Mary Jane Skinner
Miss Mary Jane Skinner, 58, Spruce Street, Murray, died Thursday,
May 17,. 2001, at 9:30 a.m. at her home.
A graduate of Douglass High School, Murray, she was a member of St.
John's Missionary Baptist Church, Murray, where she also had taught
Sunday School for several years.
She was the daughter of the late Buster Skinner and Canary Blantoii
Skinner.
Survivors include three sisters, Mrs. Ruth Williams, Paris, Tenn., Miss
Mattie Skinner, New Haven, Conn., and Mrs. Robbie Brandon and husband, Bobby, Knoxville, Tenn.; two brothers, Buster Skinner and wife,
Barbara, and Robert Skinner and wife, Virginia, and special friend, Kathryn Hudspeth, all of Murray; several nieces, nephews, great-nieces, greatnephews, and cousins.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Murray-Calloway Funeral Home. The Rev. C.E. Timberlake will officiate. Burial will
follow in Murray City Cemetery.
Special visitation will be at the funeral home from 7 to 8 p.m. Tuesday.

Leo Burchett
Leo Burchett, 65. Metropolis, III., died Friday, May 18, 2001, at his
home.
He was a utility worker for the Good Luck Glove Factory.
His parents, Jesse Burchett and Emma Hill Burchett, preceded him in
death.
Survivors include two sisters, Mrs. Geneva Pennington, Metropolis,
and Mrs. Retha Jones, Unionville, Ill.; several nieces and nephews.
Graveside services will be Tuesday at 10 a.m. at Temple Hill Cemetery
near Almo in Calloway County. The Rev. Paul McGinnis will officiate.
Miller Funeral Home of Metropolis, Ill., is in charge of arrangements,
but no visitation is scheduled.

Mrs. Shirley Sue Wood
The funeral for Mrs. Shirley Sue Morrison Wood was Friday at 4 p.m.
in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. The Rev. William B.
Miller officiated.
Pallbearers were Jeff, Roger and Shane Morrison, Steve Mathis,
Quentin Prescott and Ray Voiers. Burial was in Ledbetter Cemetery.
Mrs. Wood, 64, Osage City, Kan., formerly of Murray, died Sunday,
May 13. 2001, at her home.

Autopilot on
cruise ship fails
SEATTLE(AP)-The autopilot
on a cruise ship failed and caused it
to make a jarring turn and then list,
sending plates and glasses crashing
and injuring more than 70 people,
the Coast Guard said.
The 853-foot Norwegian Sky's
autopilot malfunctioned Saturday
near the mouth of the Strait of Juan
de Fuca, causing the rudders to
swing and turn the ship hard to the
left. A crew member had to disengage the autopilot, Coast Guard Li
j.g. Scott Casad said at a news conference Sunday.
"We had just finished lunch, and
we heard a grinding noise and everything started tilting," said Judy
Fields, 55, of La Grange. N.C.
"It was like the Titanic. People
were flying around in chairs. The
gift shop was destroyed.- Sharon

Suttle, a travel-consultant manager
from Greensboro, N.C., said in an
interview at the dock in Seattle. "I
was afraid for my life. It was
scary."
The autopilot malfunction appeared to have been caused by a
computer error, Casad said.
Seventy-eight people reported
injuries, and 13 were treated Saturday when the ship docked in Victoria, British Columbia, for a fourhour shore visit, Casad said.
Two passengers stayed in Victoria for precautionary medical care,
but all others boarded the ship to
Seattle on Saturday evening as
scheduled, the cruise line said. One
other person was treated Sunday in
Seattle, Casad said.
The Coast Guard cleared the vessel to resume operations but ordered
the autopilot not be used, he said.

Photo provided

Safe boating tips listed
Memorial Day weekend is the
traditional start of the summer boating season. It could also be a big
weekend for boating accidents, according to BoatU.S., the nation's
largest organization of recreational
boaters with 520,000 members.
BoatU.S. estimates that as many
as 50 people could die on U.S. waters in Memorial Day weekend
. boating accidents, and many more
could lose their lives before summer
ends.
"Most of these deaths could be
avoided if boaters followed some
simple safety rules," said Ruth
Wood, director of the BoatU.S.
Foundation for Boating Safety.
"Most boating accidents happen
when someone falls overboard or
capsizes, so life jackets are absolutely essential."
Nine out of 10 people who
drown in boating accidents aren't
wearing a life jacket.
Other safe boating tips from
BoatU.S. include:
• Don't drink and boat ... alcohol is involved in many fatal boating accidents.

The automaker began shipping
the SUVs in mid-February and
many may still be on dealer lots.
Ford plans to send a letter to all
owners by the end of May and will
check and replace damage tires for
free at its dealerships.
The tires are Goodyear and
Michelin brands. Ford stopped putting Firestone tires on all its Explorers last year after Bridgestone/Firestone Inc.'s recall of 6.5 million
tires.
At least 174 people have been
killed and more than 700 injured
when Firestone tires lost their tread
or had other failures.
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Air Products
45.95 - 0.04
AOL Time %%arner
54.94 + 0.51
AT&T
21.86 - 0.24
Bell South
41.95 - 0.16
Briggs & Stratton
42.30 - 0.20
Bristol Myers Squibb ....56.28 + 0.28
Caterpillar
c4.45 - 0.80
Daimler Chrysler
49.40 - 0.46
Dean Foods
40.50 - 0.03
Exxon-Mobil
90.42 + 0.22
Ford Motor
26.23 - 0.90
General Electric
52.81 - 0.18
General Motors
56.22 - 0.58
GlaxoSmithKline ADR ..54.98 - 0.12
Goodrich
42.31 - 0.11
Goodyear
27.45 + 0.16
HopFed Bank*
12-33 B 12.49 A
1BM
117.67 + 0.23

Ingersoll Rand
Intel
Kroger
Lucent Tech
Mattel
McDonalds
Merck
Microsoft
J.C. Penney
Pfizer, Inc
Quaker Oats
Schering-Plough
Sears
Texaco
Union Planters
US Bancorp
UST
Wal-Mart
Worldcom Inc.

207 S. 7th St. • Murray

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366

753-9132

P;c
9ea
sm
as

49.00 - 0.41
28.69 - 0.07
23.71 -0.19
9.64 -0.31
16.41 -0.12
29.88 + 0.08
77.33 - 0.07
68.49 +0.40
20.93 - 0.05
44.48 - 0.37
94A0- 0.40
40.85 + 0.46
39.85 + 0.05
72.82 + 0.32
39.95 - 0.04
.21.56 - 0.28
29.32 -0.14
.51.79 .0.25
17.51 .0.19

4/411f9
NIWARD
LYONS
SINCE 1854

Our Best Investment Is You.
J.J.B. Hilbard. W.L. Lyons. Inc • Member NYSE and SIPC

Virtually Undetectable Hearing Aids
Ultra-CIC
Virtually invisible, the Ultra-CI(
from Qualitone is an entirek
new type of hearing aid. 1-11
advantages are obviou,

Completely-In-The-Canal

'Excellent high frequency resporl,,.
•Ampliffes sound deep in the i(ir
canal
'Less wind noise
•\early invisible

• 30 DAY TRIAL • FEEE HEARING TEST

CALL (270)753-8055

STONE-LANG CO.
HEARING REHABILITATION CENTER
210 South 12th • Murray, KY

"free deluxe continental
breakfast

-kkotvica3
EXPRESS°

CornMin

'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this stock
unc - price unchanged

And enjoy one of our
spacious suites with a
jaccuzi and a kifchen.
While you're here
fake a dip in our
indoor healed pool,
a relaxing soak in
our whirlpool or a
steam in our sauna.

Southern Farm Bureau Life's
Fixed Annuity

753-4703

Jackets and JRC VHF radios.

Slay with us

(May,2001)

I MI

• Have a working radio or cell
phone on board in case you have to
call for help.
"A boating course is an excellent
way to learn how to boat safety,"
Wood said. "The BoatU.S. Foundation for Boating Safety offers a free
on-line
course
at
www.BoatUS.com. More than
150,000 boaters have taken this
course, and over half the states with
a boating education requirement accept our on-line course."
If boaters take and pass the free
course, they are automatically entered in a drawing for several
prizes, including Suspenders Life

%A Pp PREMIUM FRAGRANCED
CANDLES &
CARVENS'
ROOM SPRAYS
available at...

McClard's Towing

modate the two-inch wider models.
Ford has widened its conveyor belt
in Louisville by three inches.

6.00%

Smolt

people or equipment and make sure
you have all Coast Guard-required
gear (i.e., lifejackets, flares, fire extinguishers) on board.
• Get a weather forecast before
you go. While underway, watch the
weather and pay attention to changing weather patterns.
• Keep a sharp lookout for other
boats, swimmers or skiers and objects in the water while your boat is
moving.

• Don't overload your boat with

Do you have a C.D.
or I.R.A. maturing?

%WWI

courses to students who have had
The Murray State University previous scheduling conflicts. The
College of Education (COE) an- new courses will run Monday-Frinounced that a portion of the Sum- day at their scheduled dates and
mer 2001 academic courses will be times.
The courses to be changed are
changed.:The COE altered the starting dates and class times of some of BED 610-01 and 628-01, EDU 622the educational administration and 01 and several ADM graduate
business education classes to meet courses.
If any students believe these
the needs of its students.
Each student previously enrolled changes will affect their course
in an administrative or business loads or allow them to enroll in one
education graduate classes will be of these classes, they are asked to
contacted about the course changes contact the dean's office of the Colby telephone or e-mail. The COE lege of Education at 762-3817 or
believes by moving the class times log on at
www.murraystate
and dates, it will be able to offer edu/COE for further information.

STATE WINNERS.. Seven fourth, fifth and sixth grade winners
from Westside Baptist Church in the State Bible Drill competition held at Lone Oak Baptist Church, Paducah, were, from left,
back row, Jessica Reed, Caitlin Severns, Amanda Gibson,
Holly Oatman,front row, Katie Walker, Jennifer Cavitt and Taylor Wendt. Ninety-seven persons participated in the Bible Drill.

Ford recalls 50,000
brand new Explorers
WASHINGTON ( AP)- Ford
Motor Co. is recalling 50,000 brand
new Explorers because an assembly
line conveyor belt that was too narrow for the wider 2002 model may
have cut the tire tread.
It's the-,second recall of a 3month-old redesigned model that
was scrutinized to prevent such
problems after last year's Firestone
tire recall.
The recall includes 50,000 fourdoor Explorers built at Ford's plant
in Louisville, Ky. When the sport
utility vehicles were loaded too far
to the right on the conveyor belt, it
left cuts five to nine inches long and
half an inch deep in one or both of
the right tire treads.
A Ford official speaking on a
condition of anonymity Sunday described the cuts as cosmetic and
said they do not affect tire performance. The company has no reports
of accidents or injuries because of
the problem, the official said.
The SUV is also made at a St.
Louis plant, but it had a different
conveyor system that could accom-
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Now Open & Taking Reservations

Murray
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Contintipiz

Summer Youth Camps
Sports Medicine Workshop 9-12th grades ....June 3-6
Robotics Camp 4-8th grades
June 4-8
Joe Pannunzio Football Clinic 3-8th grades
June 6-8
Trumpet Workshop 6-12th grades

June 10-16

TEVESTER ANDERSON RACER BASKETBALL CAMPS
Day Camp ages 5-15
Individual Camp boys, ages 7-18

June 11-14
June 17-21

Young Authors Day Camp ages 8-12
•
Golf Camp ages 10-18
Purcell Power Tennis Camps ages 10-18

June 11-15
June 17-22
June 17-23
June 24-30

Gifted and Talented Summer Challenge Camps
Music Exploration 6th-8th grades
Fabric Design 6th-8th grades
Chess 6th-8th grades

June 18-22
June 18-22
June 18-22

Rock On!(Geology)6th-8th grades
Robotics 6th-8th gr9
Odyssey of the
th-8th grades

June 25-29
June 25-29
June 25-29

Lady Racer Basketball Camp
Boys and Girls 3rd-12th grade

June 25-28

Distance Runners Camp ages 13-18
Racer Soccer Camp ages 4-13

July 22-28
July 22-28

if4RAVO 0/SW/SIO 4s fv,v/
FOR MORE AWORMAT/ON
OR 712 Recanr

1504 N. 121'h Street Murray, KY 42071

759-4449

1100-669-P654
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Capitol Ideas
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer

Census shows
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Powell: Leader in sanction
AP News
Analysis
By BARRY SCHWEID
AP Diplomatic Writer
WASHINGTON LAP! --- The
Bush administrhtion\ decision to
lift a U.N. ban on the expon of consumer goods to Iraq marks a success
for Secretary of State Colin Powell.
Powell\ ace in the hole was early
support from President Bush. but it
took four months of bureaucratic
infighting for the policy shift to
emerge this seek
Even now. debate continues within the gos eminent on the kind of
items with potential military use that
could he cleared tor export to Iraq
and th4(se that Will remain restricted.
Within the t iiited Nations,
meanwhile. sk here the United States
and Britain Would like a new resolution approved nest week by the
Security Council. there is still wide-

issues of aging
will multiply

rolicy shift

spread disagreement
approach to Iraq in the Uniti
Administration officials, speak- Nations,"
State
Departme
ing on condition of anonymity. said spokesman Richard Boucher sai
Thursday the Pentagon was reluc- "The focus is on strengthening co
tant to run the risk of approving trols to prevent Iraq from rebuildii
Iraq's purchase of many so-called military capability in weapons
dual use items.
mass destruction while facilitating
But Powell. who favored a broader flow of goods to the civili
lenient approach in the larger.inter- population of Iraq."
est of easing living conditions for
Norway joined the United Stat
the Iraqi people. appeared to be pre- and Britain in backing the mov
vailing.
But Russia and China said they we
Since 1990, the United States had not ready to support it. French off
waged a campaign to deny Iraq con- cials said the proposal includi
sumer goods in the hope that the ideas they have raised in the pz
plight of the Iraqi people would year, but they want to see a final te
cause them to turn against President before deciding.
Saddam Hussein.
Iraq, meanwhile, flatly rejecti
Lining up with Britain. which the proposal. It wants a comple
stood virtually alone with the United end to all sanctions.
States on maintaining harsh sancThe U.N. sanctions On weapo:
tions. the Bush administration also and consumer goods were imposi
is urging tighter controls on export as part of a U.S.-led drive to rever
to Iraq of arms and weapons-related 'Iraq's annexation of Kuwait in 199
items.
Powell was chairman of the Joi
-We're working toward what will Chiefs of Staff during the Persii
he a significant change in our Gulf War, which liberated Kuw

but left Saddam in power.
Assistant Secretary of State
David Welch. who is in charge of
international organizations and
oversees U.S. diplomacy at the
United Nations, is winding up a trip
to Europe, where he consulted with
French, Belgian and other officials
on the pending resolution to lift consumer sanctions.
In Moscow, Russia's deputy foreign minister Sergei Ordzhonikidze
said too little is known about the
new proposal to determine his country's position now.
Boucher said the proposal would
be discussed by Foreign Minister
Igor Ivanov and Powell during the
Russian's visit to Washington on
Friday.
For Powell, who is inclined to
take a more moderate course in foreign policy and security than Bush's
harder-line advisers, the policy shift
reflects both his own instincts and
advice offered by Arab and other
governments.

From Du Readers
Dear Editor:
Being (me of the surv is mg spouses of a forflier employee of the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion
Plant. I %k a very pleased Vk, ith the efforts of
Congressman Ed Whitfield (121(y.). Sen. Mitch
McCorindl ik - ky.1 and Sen. Jim Bunning (RKv.) on their finally passed bill in Congress. and
titian being signed into law hy President
Chnion in December 2000.
This k1/4 as assigned to the Department of Labor
to administrate and to give compensation to
those who qualified for it. This was to be In
etfect by Aug. 1.2001.
When the new administration came in, the
Labor Department tried to transfer the administration of it to the Justice. Department: After four
months of uncertainty, finally the Labor
Department said they would be the administrators of this bill.
On May I. 2001. I received a call from
Washington, DX'., issuing an invitation to attend
a meeting at the Local Union Hall to meet Mrs.
Elaine Chao. U.S. Secretary of Labor. A group of
20 persons. including injured workers or the
spouses of deceased workers whose demise is
being attributed to conditions involving their
work at the plant. were in attendance.
.1 left Murray early, not knowing exactly
where to go. and was able to arrive quite a good
deal before meeting time. I was grateful the
Union Hall was already open. 1 was greeted by a
Mr. Leon Owens. who proved to he a very gracious, witty and helpful person. He willingly
showed us around, settled our nerves and got us
comfortably settled, even going so far as to draw

a map for me to follow back to the interstate.
When Mrs. Chao and her aides arrived, we all
were seated in a circle. She graciously introduced herself and her aides to each of us and
made us feel very comfortable to participate in
the meeting. Each person invited was able to tell
their story and ask and answer questions in a
very relaxed manner.
After spending a great deal of time becoming
acquainted, she told us of how horrified she was
at her lack of knowledge about the plant and it
workers and the way they had been misled and
mistreated. She assured all of us that she would
work very hard to thoroughly educate herself on
the circumstances here and hopes to get the compensation project expedited as soon as possible.
Mrs. Chao told us she thought she was doing
us a favor by trying to transfer the compensation
act to someone more knowledgeable and experienced than she was to have it administered. She
also said she was in error in doing so and will
work very hard toward rectifying the situation as
soon as possible.
When I left the meeting. on my way home. I
was full of encouragement that she will do all
that she has promised to do as soon as practicable. She impressed me greatly with her sincerity.
Being a good judge of people. I now feel that
she will give her utmost priority, and we will see
some good forthcoming from this personal contact with her.
Clarice McDaniel
Murray, Ky.

We rant to print your
bt you must follow these
guidelines:
• Letrs must be signed with the
writes name,address and telephone
nurrer so we may contact you if
therere questions.
• Leers must be' between 100-150
worc All letters are subject to editing.
• Leers are not to be of a "thank
younmsed in nature.
• Thl-edger & Times reserves the
right) reject any letter.
• E-ailed letters are acceptable, but
requaa confirmation phone call
afteransmission to ensure they
haveeen received.
Letts may be submitted byfax at
270-3-1927, by email to
mi1tiarrajile4er.com or by mail
to 10! Whitnell Ave., Murray, KY
4207
For yestions, call Eric Walker at 270753-16, ext. 27.

0
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WALTER L. APPERSON
Publisher Emeritus

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
with the numbers? How do you
The latest load of data from the
do it with the resources you
Census Bureau shows a monster have?"
wave gathering strength and
It certainly has been disspeed on the not-too-distant
cussed in the General Assembly,
horizon.
which for years has taken up
This is a human wave, nearly issues of the elderly, including
1 million Kentuckians of at least long-term care and services to
middle age or nearing retirement enable older people to live indeage. The wave will come crashpendently for longer times.
ing ashore in another decade,
Whitley's agency is itself evitesting the state's capacity to
dence of that discussion. It
serve a rapidly growing elderly
began as a lowly division of
population and further taxing its what is now the Cabinet for
already strained Medicaid proHealth Services. Gov. Paul
gram.
Patton elevated it to office staAccording to the 2000 centus, bumping it higher in the
sus, nearly one
bureaucratic food
Kentuckian in four fell
chain, the better with
"Long-term which to compete for
into the 45-64 age
care
obviously funding.
range, a 32 percent
is going to
increase from 1990.
Whitley said the
continue to be boomers who are nearMost of them — precisely 556,932 -- were an increasing ing retirement age and
need ... and beyond will be better
ages 45 to 54. They
the public
collectively posted a
educated, healthier,
funding
45 percent growth rate,
accustomed to civic
How's that involvement and othnearly three times larggoing to be erwise being producer than the secondpaidfor?" tive, he said.
fastest growing age
group, 75-plus.
But he would be
Jerry Whitley concerned about the
"The data tell me
Dir., Ky. Office of
it's the middle aging of
elderly in poverty and
Aging Services
Kentucky. We've got a
those living alone,
lot of people in their
Whitley said. Census
maturing years," said Ron
figures also showed that about
Crouch, director of the
one householder in 10 was a
Kentucky State Data Center at
person 65 or older, living alone.
the University of Louisville.
Many did so by choice, no
That's not entirely bad.
doubt. "But if you're growing
Dramatic growth among people
old alone, obviously you don't
in their prime earning and
have the support system in place
spending years means "the
to help you. You may need more
economy should be booming
public support," Whitley said.
right now," Crouch said, and
In addition, most caregivers
indeed it has been.
for the elderly are family memBut Crouch frets about the
bers. If that is to continue, the
young generations trailing
caregivers also will need more
behind. In all age groups from
support and understanding, he
birth to 34, Kentucky had lower said.
total numbers in 2000 than in
Employers learned long ago
1990 or even in 1980. Those are about child care and its importhe folks who presumably will
tance to employees. They soon
have to pay the freight when
will have lots of employees
today's middle aged, the prodfaced with the similar issue of
ucts of the last baby boom,
elder care. Whitley predicted.
become tomorrow's elderly and
The discussion seems always
infirm.
to end in a question. "Long-term
This is not a sudden phenom- care obviously is going to conenon. The census merely provid- tinue to be an increasing need,"
ed numbers to put with a trend
Whitley said."And the public
that's been unmistakable.
funding: How's that going to be
"It is not surprising to peopaid for?"
ple," said Jerry Whitley, director
EDITOR'S NOTE—Charles
of the state Office of Aging
Wolfe is a statehouse reporter
Services. "It is creating a lot of
for The Associated Press
discussion. How do we change

Editorial Roundup
The following is a roundup of editorials published by newspapers from
around the country. The editorials comment on a variety of issues. Some
editorials may have been condensed for space purposes. These editorials
are not to be mistaken as representing a position taken by The Associated
Press or the Murray Ledger & Times:
•••

— Evansville Courier & Press, on "The Sopranos":
Rep. Marge Roukema, R-N.J., has prepared a congressional
resolution denouncing HBO's hit series about the mob,"The
Sopranos," for "unfair stereotyping" of Italian-Americans.
Why stop there? The series stereotypes Russian-American
mobsters as corrupt, violent and crazy. ... The show is none
too kind to Orthodox Jewish motel operators. ...
When it comes to negative images,"The Sopranos" is an
equal-opportunity stereotyper. Perhaps Roukema should
recast her resolution to single out those the show doesn't treat
badly. It would only take one sentence. Maybe less.

Attention Washington!

ALICE ROUSE
Publisher

ERIC WALKER
Managing Editor
'Where there is no vision, the people perish.'

PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPER, INC.

U.S. REP ED WHITIELD

U.S. SEN. JIM RUNNING

236 Cannon House Officeuilding
Washington, D.C. 200
202-225-3115(Washinon)

U.S. SEN. MITCH *CONNELL

173A Russell Senate Office Building
Washington,D.C. 20510
202-224-4343(Washington)

361A Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
202-224-2541 (Washington)
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Old Highland Park event to
be held Friday in Murray

JO'S DATEBOOK

The Old Highland Park, Mich.,
reunion will be Friday in the Christian Life Center of First United
Methodist Church, located on
courtsquare in downtown Murray.
The reunion began more than 20
years ago when people from Calloway County and other areas began
retiring back to their roots after living and working in the Detroit area.
Most had attended Highland
Park Free will Baptist Church in
Michigan, but a spokesman said.
"that anyone who wants to come to
the event is welcome."
The Rev. Raymond Riggs who

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
The first Douglass Benefit Basketball Tournament, 3
on 3, for both men and women, is scheduled for Saturday, June 30, from 3 to 10 p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Park.
Entry fee will be $40 per team with four players per
te,am including alternate. Men's age brackets will be 18
to 35 years and 35 and up. Women's bracket will be 17
and up.
Entries with checks payable to Douglass Reunion
Committee, should be mailed by Friday. June 1, to P.O.
Box 1313, Murray, KY 42071. For more information
contact Jimmy Brumley at 753-0878.

Singles(SOS) will meet

WATCH DONATION...Peggy Williams, right, executive director of WATCH (work activities training

Singles Organizational Society(SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. at
Calloway Inn. Plans will be completed for the Singles Jamboree to be
Saturday at Kenlake State Park pavilion, Aurora. Fun will start at 4
p.m. with dancing at 8 p.m. For more information call Barbara at 4365032, Wendell at 759-0625 or Sandra at 1-270-382-2995.

center for the handicapped. accepts a donation
from Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of the American Association of Retired Persons. Making the
presentation were Dorothy Higginbotham, treasurer.
center, and Dr. David Roos, president, right. The
chapter will meet Tuesday at 11:45 a.m. at Green
Horse Restaurant.

Art Guild meeting Tuesday
Murray Art Guild will meet Tuesday at I p.m. at the guild, 103
North Sixth St., Murray. For information call 753-4059.

Alzheimer's Group on Tuesday
- Alzheimer's Disease Support Group will have a group discussion
meeting on Tuesday at 4:30 p.m. in the board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For information call Cindy Ragsdale LSW at
762-1108.

Breast Cancer Group Tuesday
Breast Cancer Support Group will meet Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. in the
private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For information call Evelyn Wallis at 489-2462.

Fibromyalgia group will meet.
Fibromyalgia Support Group will meet Wednesday at 10:30 a.m. in
the private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For information call Marlane Newell at 753-0043.

Diabetes Connection Wednesday
Diabetes Connection will meet Wednesday at 3 p.m. in the third
floor classroom of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For information
call Ann Ingle at 762-1490.

SCV Camp to meet Monday
Fort Heiman Camp No. 1834 of Sons of Confederate Veterans will
meet Monday at 7 p.m. in the Youth Center Conference Room of First
United Methodist Church. This is open to all interested persons. For information call Greg Miller at 753-3742.

Lodge 827 to meet Monday
Woodmen of the World Lodge No. 827 will meet Monday at 6 p.m.
at the China House, Murray. Members are asked to note the change in
meeting place.

Masonic Lodge will meet
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons is scheduled to
meet Monday at 7:30 p.m. at the Masonic Temple.

Dance recital on Tuesday
"cipemagic" will be the theme of the recital by Sandra's School of
Dance on Tuesday at 7 p.m. at Murray State University Lovett Auditorium. Admission is free for the evening of dance with young children.

4-H Judging Team will meet
4-H Livestock Judging Team will meet May 22 and 30 and June 6
from 3:30 to 5 p.m. at West Kentucky Expo Center. On May 22 the
team will be looking at beef cattle and filling out important forms for
the state contest Jun 25 to 27. If any youth is interested in this decision
making team. the May 22nd meeting is a must.

West View lists events
Activities for the residents of West View Nursing Home for Tuesday
include coffee Hour at 10 a.m.. Dining Music at 1 p.m.. Bingo at 2 p.m
and MSU Time at 6:30 p.m.

MHS Class of 1991 plans reunion
Murray High School Class of 1991 will have its 10-year reunion on
Saturday, June 23, at the Murray Country Club. The cost will be $25
per person for reservations made by May 26. Any responses after that
or at the door will be $35 per person. Anyone that did not receive an invitation by mail or that has any questions may contact Alison Burton
Epperson at 767-0863.

Lamb Memorial Golf
Tournament to be held
Ladies of the Murray Country
Club will play golf on Wednesday
at 9:30 a.m. in the Lamb Memorial
Tournament for the Madelyn Lamb
Traveling Silver Cup.
After nine holes of golf, a potluck luncheon will be served at the
club at approximately 11:30 a.m.
Each one is asked to bring a dish to
share. Any person listed in the lineup who cannot play, should call
Marilyn Adkins at 753-7722 or Barbara Gray at 753-6265.
The line-up is as follows:
Tee 10 - Barbara Gray, Marilyn
Adkins, Carolyn Sanning and
Norma Frank;
Tee I - Ve Severns, Betty Jo
Purdom, Nancy Trawick and Evelyn Jones;
Tee 3 - Veneta Ward, Jerlene
Sullivan. Linda Burgess and anne
Margaret Long;

The Miracle Moments Prepared Childbirth Class at Murray-Calloway County Hospital Wellness Center scheduled for Monday, May 28.
has been canceled because of the Memorial Day holiday.

Oaks'event scheduled
Ladies Member/Guest Golf Tournament at Oaks Country Club will
be Wednesday, June 13. Oaks' ladies are asked to sign up soon for you
and your partner by calling the club at 753-6454 or Melva Hatcher at
753-9517.

Kenlake Ladies Golf
League holds scramble
Ladies Golf League of Kenlake
State Resort Park had a two-lady
golf scramble on May 16 at the
Hamrick Memorial Golf Course at
the park.
Winners were Ina Horton and
Delana McCuiston with a 36 for
nine holes.
Prior to golf play, Stan Hargi,
of Kenlake Park conducted a ch
ping lesson for the ladies.
Other members present were
Dotty Elliott, Norma Stephenson.
Helen Hubbs, Helen Roberts, Hazel
Hill, Susan Thetford, Evelyn Blivin.
Joan Griesemer, Betty Cardwell.
Daisy Durham, Edith LaMond.
Freda Elkins, Louise Parker, Betty
Judah and Mary Madajczyk.
•
•
Theatres

1008 Chestnut St.

NO CHECKS
.
: Matinees Sat. & Sun. Only

: Angel Eyes
:. R - 1:30 - 3:40 - 7:30 - 9:40
: Shrek
i PG- 1:00 - 3:15. 7:00 - 9:15
A Knight's Tale
PG13 -1:00 - 3:40 - 7:00- 9.40
The Mummy Returns
PG13 - 1:15 - 3:50 - 7:15- 9:50

Summer's eoming...
Are
Ready?

you

Remove Unwavited Haw Permanenth4
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by Pat Mullins, CE
26 years Experience • Alationally Certifier

Call (270) 753-8856
Chestnut St.•Murray, KY

Oa ks Country
Club ladies to play
golf Wednesday

Don't Miss Our

Memorial Day
Tribute

The ladies of the Oaks Country
Club will play golf on Wednesday
at 9:30 a.m. at the club.
Pairings will be made at the tee.
Golf hostess will be Rowena Sanders, phone 436-6077.
.Winner of last week's golf play
was Shirley Wade. Low putt winner
was Laura Parker with Martha
Broach, Melva Hatcher and Shirley
Wade all tying for second.
CELLTOUCH,inc.

venzknvoreiess

to the memory ofthe
courageous men and
women who served
our country well
being published on
May 26, 2001.

One for

Mom,
One for Me.

1000
Nights & Weekends
Included to the

Dixieland Shopping Center
(Behind Hardees on Chestnut St

767-9111
Call us to compare!

length of the
contract!

GET A
DIGITAL
PHONE
FOR JUST

Hook up your home phone service'
No contract'
No credit check!
No deposit'

$39.95 plus tax

Some restrictions may apply Cellular service subiect to credit check and approval
Fee will be charged for early termination of contract Other restnctions may apply Expires 5,11101

3-feavenh 'Baskets
SPECIALIZING IN GIFT BASKETS
& BALLOON BOUQUETS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
You DREAM IT, WE THEME IT.

715B S. 12th St. ,13thtnd ‘ernon PIWIl Shop next door to Debbie le Cu
759-2333
VNILL GLADLY DELIVER

:

Childbirth class canceled

Tee 4 - Cyndi Cohoon. Sue Outland, Diane Villanova and Inus Orr.
Tee 5 - Freda Steely. Betty
Stewart, Ann Brown and Cathryn
Garrott;
Tee 6 - Edith Garrison, Rebecca
Landolt. Frances Hulse and Jennifer
Crouse;
Tee IB - Ann Stanley. Bev
Reuter and Louise Lamb;
Tee IC - Mary Ryan, Beth Betote and LaVerne Ryan.
Winners of golf play on May 1ft
have been released by Frances
Hulse, golf hostess, as follows:
Championship flight - Betty Jo
Purdom, first. Ve Severns, second:
First flight - Vencla Ward and
Betty Stewart tied;
Second flight - Cathryn Garrott
and Ann Brown tied:
Third flight - Carolyn Sanning;
Overall lov, putts - Sue Outland

pastored the church for a number of
years will be in attendance and will
recognize those in attendance who
served in the military.
Rev. Riggs will also pay tribute
to the memory of those who have
died as the reunion is being held on
Memorial Day weekend.
Those attending are asked to arrive about 6 p.m. for conversation
and visitation with a meal being
served at 6:30 p.m.
Reservations are requested as the
meal is being catered, and can be
made by calling Joe Pat James at
753-8537.

: Driven
: PG13 - 1:10 - 3:30 - :10 - 9:30
: Crocodle Dundee in LA
: PG - 1:10 - 3:15 - 7:10- 915
: Along Came A Spider
: R- 1:30 - 3:45 - 7:30 - 9:45
:
•

Program Information
Call 753-3314

The ladk:, play golf each
Wednesday morning.

Senior Circuit

SWAIMERSPEC#149
MONDAY: Monday Madness All Day Express Cut
TUESDAY: Men's Day Express Cut/Shampoo
WEDNESDAY: Senior Citizens
THURSDAY: Kids Kuts (12 yrs. & under)

.

S10
$12
Save 15°.
S8.00

-s eCutting Edge
616 N. 12th St. • Murray • 270-759-3343
(EDGE)

Presented by

Glendale Place
'Enid) NIcFarlane
Director

RELIGIOUS DEVOTIO
The more religious among
may well live longer than tho,
who are less devoted to religior
That is the finding that emergc
after a review of 40 studies oh
health and religion. It found that
those who were most interested in
their religions were 29 percent
more likely to be aliNe when the
various studies finished than were
their non-religious counterpart,
In fact, the data revealed that re
ular involvement in religi(w
activities can add seven to low
teen years to your life. This latc piece of research is the best ail ,
most well-designed study lookiw
at religion and health. It offer
one of the most powerful findin.L'
relationsh!
validating
the
between religion and health.
At GLENDALE PLACE. w
understand how important social
interaction is when it comes to
creating an active, enjoyable. and
emotionally healthy atmosphere
for our residents. We feature
social activities within an environment that enhances dignity,
encourages independence, and
promotes self-fulfillment in all
aspects of life. For more information, call 759-1555. We are located at 905 Glendale Road. "The
Affordable
for
Choice
Independent Living."

sHoe
sensaTion

CHESTNUT HILLS PLAZA • 270.753.6242
KENTUCKY OAKS MALI.• )7O.44 3.1331
call I he t u-ee,- t rat
tow oei ...I tor
vi.it ie. 411 151e1i, .114,e...eue..lit •
10111
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Sixers
outlast
Raptors
88-87
PHILADELPHIA(AP) — As the
final shot of the game floated
through the air, the perfect ending to
Vince Carter's day was riding along
with it.
Had it gone in. Carter would have
hit the ultimate double: making it to
his college graduation and advancing to the Eastern Conference finals.
all in a space of 12 hours.
Instead, it clanged hard off the
rim as thefinal buzzer sounded, ending the Toronto Raptors' season.
They lost to the Philadelphia 76ers
88-87 Sunday in Game 7 of their
semifinal.
"My heart was beating real fast
and I knew my feet were on the
floor, but it felt like I was in the air,"
Philadelphia's Allen Iverson said. "I
was just hoping that the shot wouldn't go in."
It was a great ending to a great
game and a superb series between
two teams — and two superstars
who put on a show for two weeks. In
seven games that were marked by
spectacular 50-point scoring performances by Iverson (twice) and
Carter (once), the last game came
down to the last shot.
"It could've been a great day or a
terrible day.- was the way Carter
summed it up.
The Raptors were in position to
go for the win after Dell Curry hit a
3-pointer to pull them within 88-87
with 54 seconds left. Iverson missed
at the other end, but Tyrone Hill
grabbed the offensive rebound and
the Sixers ran the clock down to 10
seconds before Iverson passed to
Eric Snow for a jumper that missed.
The Raptors
rebounded, but
didn't call timeout until 3.6 seconds remained.
The Sixers had a
foul to give and
used it, running
the clock down to
seconds,
2.0
Carter got free
IVERSON
for the inbounds
pass and faked Hill off his feet.
Carter's feet were slightly askew
as he went aloft, but the ball was on
target. It sailed a couple of inches
too far.
"All I can think about is that shot.
something you live for.- Carter
said. "Maybe next year.Carter graduated from North
Carolina earlier Sunday and then
traveled on a private plane to
Philadelphia. arriving about five
hours before tipoff. He finished with
20 points on 6-for-18 shooting and
said his busy day had little effect on
the way he played.
Carter's mother. Michelle, stood
outside the locker room after the
game and seemed content.
Make or miss, she wasn't going
to let the final moment of her son's
season ruin his special day — even if
some of his teammates felt Carter
was being selfish by attending his
graduation.
"It's a game, you make shots and
you miss shots. He missed it. People
who want to blame a graduation on
losing a game. ,that's a scapegoat,"
she said. "Graduations don't win or
lose games. Shooting, rebounding,
turning over the ball at the wrong
time — that will lose a game for
you."
Iverson had 21 points'and a
career-high 16 assists for the Sixers,
who will begin the conference finals
,at home against Milwaukee on
Tuesday night.

Calloway tennis
falls in regional
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
PADUCAH, Ky. — Calloway
County's two remaining entrants
in the First Region Tennis
Tournament fell in the semifinals
Saturday, but No. 3 singles player
Craig Jacobs and the No. 4 doubles
team of Matt Leet and Joey
McDaniel gave the Lakers third
place in the final boys' team standings.
CCHS tied Heath for third with
six
points, while Paducah
Tilghman won the boys' championship with IS. Lone Oak was second with eight points, while
Murray High and Hopkinsville
tied for fifth with five.
Jacobs' tournament run was
halted 6-0,6-3 by top-seeded Todd
Crawford of Tilghman, who went
on to capture the singles title with
a 6-4, 6-0 victory over No. 5 Ryan
Cornille of Heath.
Leet-McDaniel also ran into the
eventual region champs in the

semis, falling to Tim Atkinson and
Hank Dallam, the No. 2 seeds
from Tilghman.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Weather conditions have pushed
the start of the Fourth District softball and baseball tournaments back
at least one day.
The three-team softball tournament, which was scheduled to begin
today at Laker Field, Calloway
County's new on-campus complex,
will instead begin on Tuesday.
Tournament organizers were discussing moving the tournament to
Chestnut Park, but no final decision
had been made at press time.
Marshall County drew the tournament's bye, setting up a battle
between crosstown rivals Murray
and Calloway County, which will
begin tomorrow at 4:30 p.m.
The loser will face the Lady
Marshals on Wednesday at 4:30 p.m.
Should the loser of Game 1 defeat
Marshall, the tournament will be
over. However, a Marshall win
would set up a title contest with the
Game 1 winner immediately following Game 2.
Pairings for the baseball tourna-

ment — scheduled for Murray
High's Ty Holland Field — have
Calloway County facing Marshall
County in Game 1, originally scheduled to begin today at 5 p.m. The
host Tigers, who drew a bye, will
now likely face the loser of the first
game on Wednesday. However, cancellation of today's action was not
finalized at press time.
An MHS loss in Game 2 would
end the tournament, as the winner of
Game 1 would be the district champion and the winner of Game 2
would also enter the First Region
Tournament as the district runnerup.
However, a Tiger victory would
ensure a district championship
game, likely to be played on
Thursday at 5 p.m.
• Saturday's rain also knocked
out Murray High's final regular-season baseball and softball home
games, as the baseball team's contest versus Fulton City and the softball team's doubleheader against
Fulton County were canceled.

Bucks earn spot in conference finals
MILWAUKEE (AP) — All season, NBC
might as well have stood for "No Bucks
Coverage.With a 104-95 victory over Charlotte in
Game 7 Sunday, the largely unheralded Bucks
are headed to the Eastern Conference finals
for the first time in 15 years. Their best-ofseven series begins Tuesday night in
Philadelphia.
And the Bucks have been embraced like
never before: Fans began lining up ()inside the
arena for tickets immediately after the buzzer.
17 hours before they go on sale.

Team owner Herb Kohl said this team is
more popular than the 1971 version that won
the franchise's only NBA title behind Kareem
Abdul-Jabbar.
"The game of basketball is more popular
than ever before. The NBA is more popular
than ever before," Kohl said. "When we won
the NBA title in '72, was it '71 or '72? It was
a small business at that time and people didn't
appreciate how hard it is to win an NBA title.
"Now, everybody understands how difficult it is to be very successful in the NBA and
we appreciate it in Milwaukee and throughout

Wisconsin."
Ray Allen, who tied a career playoff high
with 28 points Sunday, trusts he helped put
Milwaukee on the map. too.
"A lot of people don't even know where
Milwaukee is," Allen said. "I can go into any
sporting store across the country and they'll
have everybody else's jerseys except the
Bucks. But now people are becoming familiar
with us. There's people sitting on their couches all across the United States now saying, 'I
like the Milwaukee Bucks. I like watching
them play.'"

Except in Charlotte.
"We have an exciting style of play," Allen
said. "We don't sit around and wait for one
person."
Glenn Robinson had a career playoff-high
29 points for the second straight game and
Sam Cassell added 17 points and a career
playoff-best 13 assists.
"We're just not as good a shooting team as
Milwaukee," Hornets star lama! Mashburn
said. "There's probably nobody in the league
as good."

Bonds' homers not
enough in 11-6 defeat
By The Associated Press
A record home-run barrage by
Barry Bonds didn't help the San
Francisco Giants beat the Braves.
Bonds homered twice Sunday.
becoming the 23rd player to hit five,
in two games. but Atlanta hit five Of
its own in an 11-6 victory.
-We held Bonds to two home
runs." Braves manager Bobby Cox
quipped. "That's pretty good."
Bonds has six homers in three
games. seven in four games and 21
in 33 games. With 516 homers, he is
five behind Willie McCovey and
Ted Williams, tied far I 1 th on the
career list.
Bonds also tied a record, held by
many, by homering in tour straight
official at-bats.
"It's awesome," said Giants manager.Dusty Baker, whose team has
lost three of four. "He's hitting righthanders. left-handers. everybody. I
just wish we had gotten another victory out of his hot bat.In other games it was Pittsburgh
8, Milwaukee 7; Colorado 7. Florida
2: New York 6, Los Angeles 5: San
Diego 5, Montreal 3; St. Louis 3.
Philadelphia 1: Chicago 6. Arizona
5; and Cincinnati 6. Houston 5.
At Atlanta, Wes Helms homered

m ice --- a three-run drive in the
sixth and a solo shot in the seventh
- when Giants reliever Alan
Embree gave up four homers, tying
a major league record. Andruw
Jones, Brian Jordan and Javy Lopez
also cQnnected.
Kerry Ligtenberg (1-21 pitched a
scoreless sixth. Livan Hernandez(36) ga‘e up seven runs — six earned
— and, nine hits.
Pirates 8, Brewers 7
Emil Brown's RBI single off
David Weathers (1-2) finished a
five-run eighth at Pittsburgh; which
overcame a. 7-0 deficit.
Pittsburgh hadn't rallied from
seven runs since doing so against the
same team by the same score, beating the Brewers 8-7 on Sept. 8,
1998.
Cardinals 3, Phillies 1
Fernando Vina broke a 1-all tie
with a his first home run of the season, a two-run drive off Amanry
Telemaco (4-1) in the seventh at
Philadelphia.
Dustin Hermanson (5-1) gave up
one run and five hits in seven
innings as St. Louis Stopped
Philadelphia's winning streak.
Dave Veres pitched 1 1-3 innings
for his fifth save.

Cubs 6, Diamondbacks 5
Kevin Tapani (6-1) allowed two
hits in seven shutout innings at
Wrigley Field as Chicago built a 6-0
lead.
Tom Gordon failed to retire a batter in Arizona's five-run ninth, giving up a two-run homer to pinch-hitter Erubiel Durazo.
Kyle Farnsworth allowed an RBI
double to Craig Counsell and a tworun double to pinch-hitter Danny
Bastista before Jeff Fassero got
three outs for his 10th save.
Robert Ellis (3-2) gave up six
runs — five earned — and-11 hits in
13 innings
Reds 6, Astros 5
Michael Tucker and Sean Casey
hit consecutive home runs in the
third off Jose Lima (1-2). Casey finished with three RBIs.
Elmer Dessens (3-2) allowed
three runs and seven hits in five
innings at Houston, and Danny
Graves pitched the ninth for his llth
save.
Lima allowed six runs — five
earned — and eight hits in 3 1-3
innings, dropping to 1-6 against the
Reds.

ALL FOR NAUGHT...Barry Bonds' record-setting home run barrage, which included two more on Sunday, failed to help the
Giants, who fell 11-6 to Atlanta.

Derby, Preakness winners set for Belmont showdown
BALTINIORL(AP) — Preakness
winner Point Given is back in
Kentucky. while Derby winner
Monarchos is set to ship to New
York in a few days.
When June 9 rolls around, both

Nobody Can Protect Your

AUTO
any better than we can!
Look to us for quality Auto Insurance Coverage, low rates,
attractive discounts and fast, fair claims service.
Call us today!
<4,

Haverstock
and —
Suiter
Lindy Sutter

STOPPED SHORT...Matt
Leet and doubles partner
Joey McDaniel were ousted
from the semifinals of First
Region Tennis Tournament
on Saturday.

Atkinson-Dallam then defeated
their top-seeded teammates, Ches
Gibson and Justin Little, 3-6, 6-0,
7-5 in the final.
On the girls' side, Lone Oak
won its 14th consecutive team
championship as No. 1 singles
player Sarah Suitor and the Lady
Flash's No. 2 doubles team of
Amanda Beckman and Casie
Skaggs each won their respective
crowns.
The girls' finals saw Suitor beat
No. 2 teammate Liz Conyer 6-3,60 as Beckman-Skaggs stopped
Lone Oak's No. 3 tandem of Emily
Lichtenberg and Terin Roof 6-4,62,
Lone Oak scored 16 points in
the team competition to hold off
Heath's total of nine. Tilghman
was third with eight, followed by
Mayfield with 5, Murray and Fort
Campbell with four. Marshall
County and St. Mary with three
and Calloway County with two.

Weather puts
damper on start
of tournaments

Insurance Agency

WM*Auto
Insurance

211 S. 12th St.
Murray, KY

COILS are expected to meet again in
the Belmont Stakes in the first
matchup of - Derby and Preakness
winners since 1994.
"It's going to be a good rivalry
between these horses." trainer Bob
Baffert said Sunday, the day after
Point Given redeemed his Derby
loss to Monarchos with a 2 1/4length win in the Preakness. "I think
it'll he great for racing."
With a Triple Crown out of the

question for the 23rd consecutive
year, this budding rivalry between
racing's two most visible 3-yearolds is the next best thing.
And over the next three weeks,
Baffert and Monarchos' trainer John
Ward will tell anyone who listens
that they have horse to beat.
"I'd be very disappointed if we
didn't win the Belmont," Ward said.
"If I show up there, we're ready."
Baffert countered. "That's all I can

PAW MISTS 0

and slid around the 1 3-16th miles to
a sixth-place finish.
"He couldn't handle the surface,"
Ward said. "It's like a person running in deep snow. Or like a golfer
in a sand trap. It doesn't matter how
hard he hits the ball if he doesn't
have the right club."
Baffert said Point Given "felt
comfortable" at Pimlico. At the
Derby, "the track was too firm, he
didn't like that," the trainer said.

HERBALIFE INDEPENDENT DISTRIBUTOR

Your Pet Supply Headquarters

JERRY W.AND MICHELLE JONES
740 HWY. 140 W • PURYEAR,TN 38251

•PT4Pect4t •Sig& •Z)C:amtOKee

731-247-3337

•Seieffee Veee •

sukeueaut 7cacield

7evr Deep & &au

753-3415

say...
On Derby Day, Point Given was
unable to, handle the hard track surface at Churchill Downs and finished fifth, while Monarchos thrived
and won the I 1/4-mile race in 1:59
4-5 — two-fifths of a second off
Secretariat's 1973 record.
On Saturday, Point Given loved
the softer and slower Pimlico racing
strip and cruised to victory;
Monarchos never took to the track

1304-H Chestnut St.
Dixieland Shopping Center

762-0054

11
_0
TO% Natural, Doctor Recommended, Money Rack Guarantee
For Products www.health-e-me.net
or
Business Opportunity www.moneymakerdot.com
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Lakers
stun
Spurs
SAN ANTONIO (AP)
San Antonio Spurs worked all sea
son to earn the home-court advantage throughout the NBA playoffs,
only to lose it on one miserable
night against the Los Angeles Lak
ers.
Another lackluster San Antonio
effort tonight in Game 2 of the
Western Conference finals would
put the Lakers up 2-0 with the
best-of-seven series shifting to Los
Angeles.
What was supposed to be a
clash of titans could turn into
another Lakers' sweep.
After watching video Sunday
of their 104-90 homecourt loss in
Game 1, the Spurs were more
inclined than ever to blame themselves for the loss.
"We were doing things on
offense that I've never seen us
do," Sean Elliott said. "That's
unexplainable. We played a very
sloppy game. Mentally. it was really bad. You look at the film and
it was much worse than I anticipated, and I knew being in it and
going through it that it wasn't
going to be good."
None of the Spurs could explain
why they came out so flat in a
game of that magnitude.
"We worked hard to get the
home-court advantage and to come
out and lay an egg like that was
very disappointing for all of us,"
coach Gregg Popovich said. "We
know full well how important the
game is on Monday. You have to
play very, very well at this point
in the playoffs if you want to get
a win, no matter who you're playing, and we happen to be playing the hottest team in the league."
The Lakers are calm, confident
and as together as they've ever been.
They've won 16 in a row, and
are coming off a 45-point night
by Kobe Bryant.
"It was an incredible performance," San Antonio's Tim Duncan
said. -He did whatever he wanted to do, and he did it all over

Mayes to attend
golf tournament
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Former Murray State men's basketball player De'Teri Mayes will
be signing autographs and meeting
with fans at the 13th annual Pepsi
Racer Golf Classic June I at the
Frances E. Miller Memorial (golf
Course.
Mayes, the 1997-98 Ohio Valley
Conference Player of the Year, recently completed his second season playing professional basketball for the
Gmunden Swans in Austria. Mayes
averaged 24.0 points per game for
DE'TERI
the Swans, which finished 16-12
and lost in the quarterfinals of the league playoffs.
"I'm really looking forward to being in Murray
and the chance to get back and see the people,"
Mayes said. "Hopefully, people haven't forgotten
about me and we can spend some time catching up
on what I've been doing and how things have been
since I left."
Mayes was a two-time All-OVC selection during
his two-year stint as a Racer and helped lead MSU
to two OVC regular-season titles, two OVC Tournament championships and two NCAA Tournament

THE VILLAGE CRAFTSMAN'S GUILD
Presents

THROWDOWN...Kobe Bryant (8), shown dunking over Sean
Elliott Saturday, scored 45 points as the Los Angeles Lakers stunned the host San Antonio Spurs 104-90 in Game
1 of the NBA Western Conference Finals.
the place."
Michael Jordan.
The Spurs plan to play rougher
"It was very similar," San Antoin Game 2 after Bryant scored 10 nio reserve guard and former Jortimes on layups or dunks.
dan teammate Steve Kerr said.
"We want to protect the bas- "That's what Michael always used
ket," Danny Ferry said. "Obvi- to do. A team starts to come back
ously, him making 10 layups, we and make a run, especially in their
didn't protect the basket very well. home building, the fans get behind
I think we can be more physical them, then all of a sudden 'Bam,'
in general and I think that's some- he just sucks the life out of the
thing we're going to need to do, place. That's what Kobe was doing
not to the point where we're hatch- last night."
eting guys, but good aggressive
Lakers coach Phil Jackson
basketball. I don't think we played agreed.
•
that way yesterday."
"He was able to finish at the
Those who ought to know coin- basket very strong against some
pared Bryant's performance to big players," Jackson said.

ing like they usually do," said
Ankiel, who got only two outs.
Ankiel made his first home
appearance for Memphis since
being demoted by the St. Louis
Cardinals on May 12 because of
control problems. In his first game
for Memphis, he walked six and
threw eight pitches to the backstop against Oklahoma.

SCOREBOARD
Sponsored 131

Haverstock and Suiter
Insurance Agency =Asar
Van Haverstock

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St. • Murray. KY • 753-3415
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W
L Pct.
Philadelphia
25
17 595
Atlanta
21
23 477
Florida
20
22 476
Montreal
18
26 409
New York
17
26 395
Central Division
W
L Pct.
St Louis
25
17 595
Houston
18 571
24
Chicago
23
20 535
Milwaukee
23
20 535
Cincinnati
19
24 .442
Pittsburgh
15
27 357
West Division
Pct.
24
Los Angeles
20 .545
Arizona
23
20 535
San Francisco
23
20 .535
San Diego
22
21 .512
Colorado
21
22 .488
Sunday's Games
Colorado 7. Florida 2
Atlanta 11, San Francisco 6
NY Mets 6, Los Angeles 5
San Diego 5. Montreal 3
Pittsburgh 8. Milwaukee 7
St Louis 3, Philadelphia 1
Chicago Cubs 6, Arizona 5
Cincinnati 6. Houston 5

GB
—
5
5
8
8 1/2
GB
—
1
2 1/2
21/2
6 1/2
10

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
L Pct,
Boston
25
18 581
• New York
24
20 545
Toronto
22
21
512
Baltimore
20
24 .455
Tampa Bay
12
31 .279
Central Division
Pct.
Minnesota
29
13 690
Cleveland
28
13 683
Detroit
20
21
488
Kansas City
17
27 386
Chicago
14
27 341

GB
1/2
1/2
1 1/2
2 1/2

appearances.
"We're pleased to have DI. come
back and stay in touch with the
people of Murray State because he
was a very important part of the Racer
basketball program," said MSU head
men's basketball coach Tevester
Anderson. "He was very instrumental in our continued pursuit of
OVC championships and it's great
to see him having success in professional basketball."
Mayes holds the MSU singleseason record for 3-pointers made
with 103 during the 1997-98 seaMAYES
son when the Racers finished 29-4,
Mayes also sits second on that list with his 83 3point baskets during his first year as a Racer in
1996-97.
"D.T.'s visit is the first step toward the RACER
Foundation's goal of reuniting former MSU players
and coaches with our fans," said Kenny Roth, MSU's
assistant director of athletics for marketing and promotions. "We want to build this into an annual
Racer reunion."
For more information on the Racer Classic golf
tournament or to register, call 762-6800.

CRAFTSMAN PROMOTING ARTS AND CRAFTS IN THE LOCAL AREA

Ankiel struggles again Thunder
MEMPHIS,Tenn.(AP)— Rick
Ankiel can't find the strike zone
in the minors, either.
Ankiel endured another awful
start Sunday for Triple-A Memphis, walking five and throwing
three wild pitches before getting
pulled in the first inning of a
10-7 loss to New Orleans.
"Things were just not work-
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Seattle
Oakland
Anaheim
Texas

West Division
W
L
11
32
22
21
20
23
15
28

Pct.
744
488
465
34q

GB
—
1 1/2
3
5 1/2
13

CRAFTS IN THE VILLAGE
This Weekend:
May 26th & 27th, 2001 • 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Juried Handcrafted Items by Crafters from Ky. & Surrounding States
• Needlework • Woodwork • Dolls • Santas • Leather Work
• Quilts • Jewelry • Furniture • Ceramics & Much More

Food Available • Parking and Admission Free
LOCATION: Kentucky Dam Village State Park • Gilbertsville, KY
VaUV 1V301 HIU NI SE4V113 CINIV SDP/ 9NIILOIATOIM NIVIAISLAVID

wins Early
Bird title
Editor's Note: This article was
inadvertently omitted from The
Ledger last week.
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
CALVERT CITY, Ky. — ale
Murray Thunder 14-and-under
baseball team won the American
Legion Post 236 Early Bird Tournament May 11-13, knocking off
the Paducah Cubs 10-2 in the championship game May 13.
The victory in the title contest
avenged the Thunder's only loss
in the tournament, a 3-2 setback
against the Cubs in pool play.
Murray (17-8-1) advanced
through pool,competition by beating the Paducah Storm 16-0 and
stopping the Paris (Tenn.) Thunder 12-5.
C.J. Ray, Zachary Baker and
Blaine Trexler each had eight hits
during the tournament, with Baker
blasting a pair of home runs.
Baker and Hugh Rollins paced
the Thunder pitching staff, as both
hurlers recorded two wins during
the weekend competition.

ou are cordially invited to a
reception tot

retirement

r. Walter 4pperson
atesday, Atay 22, 2001
5:30 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.

at idurray Wow/try c6bib
-i)eryone is in»ited to attend.

GB
1/2
8 1/2
13
14 1/2

GB
11
12
17

Sunday's Games
Tampa Bay 10, Detroit 2
Baltimore 3, Minnesota 2
Boston 10. Kansas City 3
Texas 3, Toronto 2
Oakland 6, Chicago White Sox 2
Seattle 6, N.Y. Yankees 2
Anaheim 9, Cleveland 6

Store Consolidation Inventory Reduction Sale
We Are Consolidating Stores For Your Shopping Convenience

$250,000 In Inventory Must Go

250/o OFF STOREWIDE
Savings Can Be Found On These Items:

SPORTS BRIEFS
Laker Basketball Camp scheduled for June
The Calloway County High School Laker Boys' Basketball Camp will be
held June 4-7 at CCHS' Jeffrey Gymnasium. The camp will be divided into
two divisions, as boys in grades K-5 will participate from 8:30-11 a.m and
boys in grades 6-12 will practice from 12:30-2:30 p.m. daily.
The cost of the camp is $40 per person, with special rates for siblings
Campers will receive a free T-shirt and get to play in 3-on-3 and 5-on-5 competitions in addition to competing for awards in other events. Guest Speakers will also be on hand during the camp.
Applications are available at all Calloway County elementary schools or by
calling the Laker boys' basketball office at 762-7374 ext. 109.

•Housewares
•Plumbing
•Electrical
•Coolers

'Automotive
•Pet Supplies
'Small Appliances
'Pocket Knives

'Nuts & Bolts
'Hardware
•Unvented Gas Logs
'Sporting Goods

*We will still special order merchandise at regular price during sale.

MURRAY HOME AUTO HARDWARE DIVISION
753-2571 • Chestnut St.• Murray • Hours: Mon.-Fri. 7:30 - 5:00. Sat. 7:30 - 3:00
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CLASSIFIED
TO PLACE, CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL:
Ad Deadlines

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
-play Ad,
$6.75 Column huh,60% Discount 21n1 Run,40
Ado Must Run 14
:sty

7534916

Discount ird Run.

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m., Mon.-Fri.

$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)
Line Ads $7 00 minimum lot day Itic per word per day for each additional consecutive day
S2vi extra for Shopper ,Tues Classifieds go int, Shipping Guide $2 50 extra for blind box ads

Card of 4-i3tanks
t %RD Orin t\It
From the Family of Dot Mahan
1 We uould like to sz.i a very special thank
t ou to each person for the pra!,ers and support
that t,iiu gat e during our mother's illness and
,leath The emplo)ees at Medishares each
gat e their lot e and tat. special attention to
our mother Vert special thank you to Murra)
Callotka County Funeral Home. They could
not has e made it any easier than they did
I(?( LiFpui\
74;1.
4-ACY44-Cir*
1-di.s.
(
-} .

card of Thanks
CARD OF THANKS

010

To:

Re:

010
Legals

020

()Iit or. Letter Carrier
(
Mark Kennedy. Potrmr-aer

WE BUY
• Aluminum • Cans •
• Brass • Copper •

Legals

Invitation To Bid
Gasoline and Diesel Fuel
'fb, ..illoway County Board of Education is
accepting sealed bids for Gasoline and Diesel
Fuel. Bids will be accepted until 11:30 a.m.
on 1.114•Sday. May 29. 2001, Specifications are
on tile at the ,Board Office at 2110 College
Farm Road, Murray. KY 42071. Interested
bidders may obtain copies at that location.
Further information may be obtained by
calling Karen Brandon at 762-7300. Thi
'allow•;iy County Board of Education
reserves the right to reject any and/or all
bids .ini1 to
Vt' any minor irregularities in
thr Inds

LEGAL NOTICE
1,os Portales. mailing address Olympic Plaza
Shopping Center 412. Murray, KY 42071.
hereby declares intention(s) to apply for a
1.1111 ited Restaurant Alcoholic Beverage Bv
The Drink license( si no later than May 1r)
2001. The business to be licensed will be
located at Olympic Plaza Shopping Center
412. Murray. Kentucky 42071, doing business as Los Portales. The (owner(s
Principal Officers and Directors; Limited
Partners; or Members) are as follows: part
Gustavo 'Leon, 1422 South
nor 25'?.(
Michelle Dr.. Murray, KY 42071; partner
(25'4 Hermino Lopez, 1701 North Fourth
St., Murray, KY 42071; partner, Marco LeonAguayo. 28 Commodore Dr., Jackson, TN
38305: partner, Tomas Leon-Aguayo. 9
Falconwood, Jackson, TN 38301; partner,
Isaias Leon-Aguayo. 24 Wheatstone
Jackson, TN 38301; partner, Manuel Leon
Aguayo, 18 Pinehurst CV, Jackson, TN
38301; partner. Jorge Leon-Aguayo, 2560
Clifton Dr.. Dyersburg, TN 38024; partner,
Rosaura Leon Munoz. 2795 Clifton Dr.,
Dyersburg, TN 38024. Any person, association. corporation, or body politic may protest
the granting of the license(s) by writing the
Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control
1003 Twilight Trail, Suite A-2, Frankfor)
KY 40601, within 30 days of the date of thi
legal publication

Classifieds
Office Open
7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Closed Saturday

West
Kentucky
Recycling

Mayfield
(270)247-1220

Murray
(270)767-9295

‘liller Rd. Almo/Dexter, KY
Pan),)
C.Z46c, Thursdays &Saturdays!

Starting..();,i.ntil Season End
Hours h.. ,v •
270-753-54.t.e)

STRAWBERRIES °&i,
C3C,C,CsC•Cf,Ci•CIC5c5CsC,ca

The Shed Cafe
IHAS A NEW SEAFOOD BUFFET
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT!
WW Fish, Snrimp, Frog Legs, Ana More!
But, Don't Forget Our Saturday Night Fish
Buffet with Catfish Fiddlers, Fillets and
Lemon-Pepper Fillets!

LOCATED IN DEXTER COME ON BY!!

Tel: 270-437-4568
criv for private dining room reservations

Amy R. Roos
104 N. 7th Street, Suite.C
Murray, Kentucky 42071
270) 767-9319

060

060
Help Wanted

020
Notice
BIBLE
L
•
MESSAGE JonesSTRAWBERRIES
75c,qt
U-Pick
Bring container 1 8 miles
759-5177 south of Sedalia on 381
GOLF AT
THE TENNESSEAN

The Te• • • rin Golf Club has been r:c ..id by Golf
Digest (May issue) as the 6th "Best golf course in
Tennessee", in addition to being selected as the 7th
"Best new affordable public course in America'
(January issue). Play this Championship Course for
only $30 (includes cart), every day of the week with,
the purchase of a annual patron card for only $50
plus tax. A $19 weekend savings.
Tee time or information call
731-642-7271 or toll free
866-710-GOLF (4653)
11111111111101

Help Wanted

,.06cCte5csiccite-tC,C,C,C,
:RIGHT FARMS UTICK

Copies of the Complaint can be obtained from the clerk of the
Calloway County Circuit Court, 312 N. 4th Street, Murray. Kentucky
42071.

Immediate opening for an energetic, motivated indi‘idual with a congenial personality.

Notice
MURRAY Calloway Coon
ty Pool Pre-season passes
are on sale at the Park of
fice 900 Payne St. Now
until pool opening. scheduled May 26th Phone
762-0325 for information

CLASSIFIED

REQUIREMENTS
Ideal candidates should be able to work without
‘openision and function efficiently under time

RESPONSIBILITIES
•lyping & word processing

SONIC Drive-In of Murray
is now taking applications
fro crew members for all
shifts. No phone calls
please. Apply in person at
Sonic Drive-in 217 S. 12th
St. Murray.

He Wanted
FAMILY Caregiver
Support Program
Coordinator
The Purchase Area Development District is seeking
an individual to be responsible for developing and
implementing the new National Family Caregiver
Program in accordance
with federal regulations
from the Administration on
Aging Bachelor's Degree
in Human Services field or
BSN required and Master's Degree desirable. Experience in administration
or service position required. Skills needed include program planning,
development, administration. evaluation and reporting, knowledge of community resources, and effective written and oral
communication skills. The
PADD offers an attractive
compensation program.
Send cover and resume
addressed to PADD,
ATTN - Jennifer BeckWalker, PO Box 588, Mayfield, KY 42066. Applications will be accepted until
position is filled. The PAD
is an EOEJAA/ADA.
WORKFORCE
Specialist
The Purchase Area Development District is seeking
an individual to promote
the Workforce Investment
Act and its Dislocated
Worker services in accordance with federal regulations from the Department
of Labor. Bachelor's Degree in a human services
field required for this entry
level position. Skills needed include program administration, evaluation and
reporting, knowledge of
community resources, and
effective written and oral
communication skills. The
PADD offers an attractive
compensation program.
Send Cover and resume
addressed to PADD,,
ATTN: Jennifer BeckWalker, PO Box 588, Mayfield. KY 42066. Applications will be accepted until
position is filled. The
PADD is an EOE/AA/ADA.

$$$ FIRST AMERICAN CASH ADVANCE $$$

Computerized bookkeeping
•Various secretarial and receptionist duties
Send resume with references to:
P.O. Box 429, Murray, KY 42071

ORDER FORM
City of Murray 2001-2002 City Auto Stickers
Name

CUSTOMER SERVICE REPRESENTATIVES
First American Cash Advance is one of the fastest
growing companies in the United States. Our
Murray area Branches are looking for quality individuals to join our growing team. Due to our continuing success, we are now hiring part-time
Customer Service Representative with the opportunity to develop into full-time Manager positions
if desired. Customer service, finance, or sales
experience a plus but not required. Must be selfmotivated, enjoy people and have an eye for detail.
Apply in person

506 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY

Mailing Address

(Let

AURORA BBQ & Harring
tio's Lake Stop (BP) in Aurora now taking applications Apply in person
BUSY
medical office
seeks person for data entry/insurance
billing
Knowledge of Medicare
and Medicaid preferred
Person must be mature
and have eye for detail
Send resume to
Data Entry
P.O. Box 1040-T,
Murray. KY 42071.
OFFICE POSITION
Document,' Records Management, and Time Management essential; Data
Entry; typing; & filing required Computer basic
knowledge a plus, Limited
customer reception &
switchboard operation.
Training provided. Full
time- M/F. Competitive
pay-rate and benefits.
Send Resume to P 0 Box
1040-P, Murray, KY 42071
SALES Representative.
Great opportunity with
leading transportation
company for LTL sale representative. Excellent pay,
great benefits and company car. If you have a proven track record in sales,
contact us. Apply to P.O.
Box 1040-E, Murray, Ky.
42071. Equal Opportunity
Employer.

Help Wanted

IN MURRAY

020

LOST Small black dog on
Potts Rd about 1 mile
from Stella Neighbors say
saw woman pick up the
dog in the road Saturday
May 12 Please call 7537359 or 489-2051 ask for
Kathy
060

®

Unless a defense or answer to this lawsuit is made by any party
named above on or within 50 days of February 9, 2001 a judgment by
default may be granted, and any interest of any and all of the abovenamed parties who may claim an interest in the above described real
estate described herein will be terminated and transferred to the
Plaintiffs. Any interested party should respond immediately by May
28, 2001 as an appearance or answer may be entered up until the
date of entry of a judgment in this matter. .

----

Eddie Langston
Owner

906 N 17th Street • Mayfield. KY
510 S 4th Street • Murray, KY

Being the same property conveyed to Henry W. Richardson and
wife, Jody Kay Richardson by virtue of a deed from Gerald
Keith Tabers and Janice Kay Tabers, dated September 14, 1995
of record in Book 218, Card 461, Calloway County Clerk's office

270-328,8543

010

Lost and Found

NOW OPEN!'

Hettie A. Cable and Unknown'Heirs of Hettie A. Cable
And Unknown Spouses of Unknown Heirs of Nettie A. Cable
•
Calloway County Circuit Court, Civil Action File No.
01-CI-0004, captioned First Star Bank, NA vs. Henry
Richardson aAc/a Henry W. Richardson and Jody
Richardson a/k/a Jody Kay Richardson, Hettie A. Cable,
and Unknown Spouse of Nettie A. Cable; and Unknown
Heirs of Hettie A. Cable and Unknown Spouses of Unknown
Heirs of Hettie A. Cable

I

060

020
Notice

Beginning at the Southwest intersection of Broad Street with
Vine Street; thence West with the South side of Vine Street
about 244 feet to an alley; thence South with East side of said
alley 120 feet to a stake; thence East parallel with Vine Street
about 244 feet to West edge of Broad Street; thence North with
the West edge of Broad Street 120 feet to the point of beginning.

fri Saturday. May 12 the National
.\ssociation of Letter Carriers, Branch 2156
and other employees of the Murray Post
Office conducted our annual food drive to
benefit the pantry at Needline.
I Mee again the generosity of our neighbors
in Calloway County has amazed us! We collected nearly 6000 pounds (3-tons) of nonperishable tOod items to help replenish the
Needline pantry and enable that organizat ion to serve the needy of our community.
We want to extend our heartfelt thanks to
Cub Scout and Boy Scout Troops 77 & 982
ttd t lu v() II nteers of Needline who helped to
sort this Mod and get it stored in the
Needline offices. We want to thank Kathy
(;entry and her staff for their ongoing service
to our community and assistance with this
(have
We stint to thank each and every one 6f the
individual families who left food at their
minlbox for our carriers to pick up or who
hriawht food to the post office in support of
t his drive. Their generosity is one more
x ample if why our community is a great
place to live and ho.s. people of our county
care for our own.
strive
Thank you Calloway County! We'll see vi ii
ai next year on the seoind Saturday in
Nla.t

VISA

Legals

Notice is hereby given that it appears the undersigned attorney was
appointed on or about February 9, 2001, as Warning Order Attorney
in the Calloway Circuit Court to notify the above identified persons
and all other unknown persons who may claim an interest in the subject matter of this lawsuit, if any, that an action has been filed which
concerns real estate which is located at 500 Broad Street, Murray,
Kentucky and more particularly described as follows:

1 WITED STATES
POSTAL SERVICE

Legals

Just Say "Charge It"

010
Legals

MARK KENNEDY
POSTMASTER

010

CZ

Deadline Day & Time
Fri. 11 a.m.
Fri. 11 a.m.
Mon. 1 p.m.
Tues. 1 p.m.
Wed. 1 p.m.
Wed. 1 p.m.

Publish
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

E.O.E. M/F
A Drug Free Workplace
us put you in touch with the
best services in town.

Auto Information - $35.00 Each Vehicle

You Can Advertise Here For

Year_

Make

Plate No.

$6.00 per week - (13 week minimum)

Year

Make

Agricultural Workers Needed
06/21/01 - 12/01/01

Plate No

07/09/01 - 01/10/02

FUNERALS
Dallas Willoughby
/Ye-Arrangement Specialist
Avoid inflationary cost.

Make check to City of Murray and mail to City Clerk's Office, 207
So. 5th Street. Murray. KY 42071. Please include a stamped, selfaddressed envelope or $2.00 to cover cost of mailing.

Lock in price: single pay
or payment plan.

May 31st is last day to purchase auto sticker without a 10% penalt
A I 0(q. penalty will he applied on July 1st. Questions call 762-0350

Set up Pre-Thana Trust

270-753-2411

J.11. Churchill Funeral Home
201 S. 3rd • Murray. KY 42071

honor of Memorial
Day, we. pay tribute
to the memory of the
courageous men and
women who served
our country well.

In

Terry Isaacs/Karen Isaacs, Owners

INSURANCE'
Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay 100'
of the Deductibles?

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay. $768 on Part A;$100 on
Part B. Call me for more information.
FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS

s.753-789O • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

( Commercial
Waste Disposal
All Types of Refi,

ServiL e lit'

1-800-585-6033
f1r.,1-tjj'e formal 1.21rar
'S'Xi
A// .S'pet jell r)eceision7t-s
\
Lab.1
304 Main SL, Murray, FCT 42071
\144,(270)753.134)0 • Toll Free I -88S-367-6757

DEADLINE TO TURN
PICTURES IN IS MAY 23!
Cost is $10.00. Please include name, rank, branch of

service, & years of service. Include a self-addressed
stamped envelope for the return of the photo.
Contact the Classified Dept. for more information at
753-1916 ask for Kathy or Tammy.

EDGERSLc, MI RIM
Mel*

TIMES

VLA

Wages: $6.39, $7.00 and $8.00 per hour
depending on job performed. 75% of hours
listed on job order will be guaranteed. All
tools will be provided at no cost. Free housing provided to those beyond local recruiting
area. Transportation and subsistence paid
when 50% of contract is met. Contact local
State Employment Service Office.

LONG JOHN SILVER'S AND A&W

ARE NOW HIRING!!!
Long John Silver's, the nation's leading
seafood quick service restaurant, and
A&W, one of the most rapidly growing
companies domestically and internationally, are looking for self-motivated,
energetic people, who are seeking a fun
and rewarding career. We currently
have management opportunities for
both hourly and salaried managers at
our-Murray, KY location.
General Manager Up To $42,000
Asst. Manager Up To $28,000

BENEFITS INCLUDE:
'Competitive Wages
'Bonus Opportunities
'Paid Vacations
*Flexible Scheduling
*Medical & Dental
If you have strong management skills,
ombined with restaurant experience, you
might be exactly what we are looking for'
Please fax your resume to:
Scott Boling
3606 Stadium Blvd.
Jonesboro, AK 72404
Fax #870-935-7456

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
060
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060
Help Wanted

Help Wanted
DRIVtR TRAINEES
NEEDED NOW!
Need a great career?
Werner needs entry- level
truck drivers no experience necessary
Earn
$600 to $900 per week
plus benefits no CDL? No
Problem' CDL training is
now available in your area
800-242-7364
DRIVERS
DRIVE YOUR WAY
INTO A GREAT FUTURE
WITH NAVAJO
EXPRESS!!!
We Offer
•High Weekly Miles
*Great Home Time
•Super Pay & Benefits
All This And Much More
Must Have Class A CDL
w Hazmat
CALL NOW
1-800-800-1440

DAYS Inn
Now accepting applicalions tor front desk All
shifts Apply in person May
17 & 18 21 thru 24 between 11:00-300 517 S
12th St
experienced
DENTAL:
personnel needed for temporary/ permanent full and
part-time positions_ Assistant, Front desk. and Hygienist Please send resume to P.O. Box 1543,
Murray, Kentucky 42071
or e-mail to
bluegrassdental@apex.net

NURSES
AIDE
Work as needed, all
shifts. Prefer experience but will train,
someone who enjoys
working with elderly.
Apply in person only,

Fern Terrace
Lodge
1505 Stadium View Dr.
EOE

-0,00.4.4%.4.0x4.4,01
PUZZLED? NEED A NEW START?)

73

No CDL No Money
NO PROBLEM
$600-$800 Weekly 1st Year
15 Day Training Program
No Out Of Pocket Expense
No Employment Contract

HIRING

II •I

ON THE SPOT!

t 1-800-398-9908 Ref#737
41-ei ire ea-4
4, iwideete:1

*se see eito.
ke-

Dizga
1
414,t-

NOW HIRING
Assistant
Manager Trainee

Salary position, night & weekends,
benefit package. Interested parties
should call 759-9205 or 841-7146
Ask for David or Adrian
E.O.E

Part-time
positions
as
Residential
Providers available for community-based
residential program for developmentally
disabled adults. Our company offers various shifts, opportunity for advancement,
excellent benefits including paid training.
401(k), medical/dental insurance, paid holidays. vacations, and sick leave. The starting wage is $7.00 per hour. Please apply at
Community Alternatives of Kentucky, 6145
Symsonia Highway, Symsonia KY 42082.
E0E/M/F/DN
COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE
Earn up to SI,000 in College Scholarships and earn
money at the same time.
Captain D's in Murray, KY i now hiring for counter positions.
Part time positions are now available tor Nights and
Weekends.
Meal policy, vacations and the opportunit
advancement.

Apartments For Rent

Nowa For lie

CAN YOU SELL?
SPORTABLE
SCOREBOARDS is experiencing
rapid growth We seek career-minded
individuals
with superior people skills
who are looking for a
GREAT opportunity
You will be working with
new and existing customers If you are outgoing,
confident, enjoy working
with people, have excellent phone skills, like limited travel and want a rewarding challenge, please
apply Excellent pay and
benefits with a bonus incentive plan included. No
previous sales experience
required
Send resume to: SPORTABLE SCOREBOARDS,
ATTN: Human Resources,
106 Max Hurt Drive, Murray, KY 42071.

for

at
Charlotte
Edmonson
Contact
.'70-753-9383 for additional information and to
hedule interview.

SEAFOOD

Equal Opportunity Employer

DIRECTOR OF SCHOOL SERVICES AND
RESEARCH, College of Education, Murray
State University. Twelve-month position to
begin July, 2001. QUALIFICATIONS:
Masters degree required, doctorate preferred.
Experience as public school teacher, curriculum/instruction specialist, technology coordinator. or school administrator required.
Experience in cooperative planning, staff and
curriculum development. grants, program
assessment and research is desired. Position
requires knowledge of Kentucky education
statues and regulations as well as travel to
schools, state and regional meetings.
RESPONSIBILITIES: Coordinate services to
regional public schools and other agencies.
Work with university faculty in arranging these
services. Will include primary responsibilities
for planning and coordinating the College service response to public school issues. Assist the
Assistant Dean in College with duties of the
Dean's office. APPLICATION DEADLINE:
June 1. 2001. TO APPLY: Send official transcripts, vita and three letters of reference to: Dr.
Russell Wall, Assistant Dean. Dean's OfficeEducation. Murray State University. P.O. Box
9, Murray. KY 42071-0009. Equal Education
and employment opportunity. M/F/D. AA
ernployer.

PART-TIME reception's
M/WF 10am-4pm Apply a
301 Andrus
RESTAURANT
manager needed
Sonic Of Murray is now
hiring for shill managers
Prior restaurant management experience preferred Must be able to work
days, nights & weekends
Pay rate will be dependent
on previous management
experience Apply in person or send resume to
Sonic Drive-in 217 S 12th
St Murray, Ky 42071 No
phone calls please
SELF starter, handyman
with mechanical skills, and
ability. Some hand tools a
plus. Experience on tractors. Call 437-3940.
SOCIAL Security disabledWe can get you approved!
No lee unless you win!
Personal representation by
retired Social Security executives and associates
You win with us!
1-800-782-0059

DELI HELP
NEEDED
Experience pre
ferred, but will train.
Apply in person

Owen's Food
Market Deli
DRIVERS needed: Competitive wages, benefits.
Home every weekend.
Must have 2 years experience. and a clean driving
record. (800)468-6087.
DRIVERS
WHAT ARE
YOU WAITING FOR?
Start Your New Career
TODAY!!' Learn To Drive
The BIG Trucks
Making the BIG Bucks"
No Cost Training If
Qualified'
CALL 1-800-958-2353
EXPERIENCED Oncology
Nurse for part time to full
time position in Murray,
Ky. Excellent benefit package, commensurate with
experience. Please send
resume to: P.O. Box 630,
Murray, Ky, 42071.
FRONT office receptionist
Familiar with medical billing and work experience
in
medical office is needed.
Excellent salary and benefit plan_ Send resume to,
Receptionist
P.O. Box 630
Murray, Ky 42071
HEAVEY EQUIPMENT
OPERATORS

-INTERESTING part-time
position working with current Representative visiting newcomers to Murray
on behalf of local business
and professional people
Community Greeting Service was established 55
years ago for the purpose
of welcoming newcomers
Interested? Call 1-270842-5566 or write Corn
munity Greeting Service,
P0 Box 1092. Bowling
Green, KY 42102"
OFFICE POSITION
Document/ Records Management and Time Management essential, Data
Entry, typing, & filing required Coritputer basic
knowledge a plus, Limited
customer reception &
switchboard
operation
Training provided
Full
time- M/F Competitive
pay-rate and benefits
Send Resume to P 0 Box
1040-P, Murray, KY 42071
OWN a computer?
Put it to work'
$25-$75 / hr. PT/ FT
888-689-7989
pcworkforme.com
PAINTERS Needed.
Local painting contractor is
recruiting
experienced
painters. Please call 7536895 and leave message.
PART-TIME 30-35/hrs per
week. Working in one person resort restaurant Must
be dependable and enjoy
people. Call Susan 270436-2345.
PART-TIME
Full-time
clean up man needed Cal
489-2020 or 489-2525
WORKFORCE Liaison
The Purchase Area Development District is seeking
an individual to promote
the Workforce Investment
Act and its Dislocated
Worker services in accordance with federal regulations from the Department
of Labor. Bachelor's Degree required. Skills needed include program planning. development, administration, grant writing,
evaluation and reporting.
knowledge of community
resources, and effective
written and oral communication skills. The PADD offers an attractive compensation program. Send cover and resume addressed
to PADD, ATTN: Jennifer
Beck-Walker, PO Box 588.
Mayfield, KY 42066: Applications will be. accepted
until position is filled. The
PADD is an EOE/AA/ADA

CALL TODAY...
START NEXT WEEK!!
Earn S700 Per Week For
The Rest 01 The Year
--YEam S40.000+ Next Year!

All With No Money Down!
Housing & Lifetime
Job Placement

1-800-995-5832
Ask For Mindy
•
Lsp J Omer.(
LOCAL company seeks
drivers with Class A CDL
& 2 years experience
Home on weekends Call
759-8641
LOOKING For
Licensed or unlicense'l
Real Estate Agents No
experience necessary
Call Campbell Realty
759-8780
NEED extra money while
working on your nursing
degree? Birchtree Healthcare is offering flexible
schedules to help you out
Birchtree Healthcare is accepting applications for
RNs and LPNs Please apply in person at
Birchtree Healthcare
106 Padgett Dr.
Clinton. Ky 42031

Ward Elldns
Court Square • Murray

Want to Buy
We pay cash
Old toys, antiques.
collectibles 270-759-3456
ANTIQUES
Old toys, advertising
items, antique furniture
and primitives
We buy 1 or all!
Call 753-3633 ask
for Larry
BUYING standing timber
Large and small tracts
Office 436-5700
Donald 753-2533
Billy 436-5727
WANTED to buy land with
timber Call in evening
753-4984
WANTED:
Riding mowers, go carts &
4 wheelers that need
work.
436-2867

2 gas water heaters. 75 1/2 acre $100/mo 753
gal. Used less than 1 yr. 6012
753-2334 ask for Calvin.
LOT for rent 492-8488
3 sharp 3300 touch screen
cash registers w/pnnters. 1 LOT For Rent 753-9866
cash drawer, used 1.5
years. 753-2334 ask for
Business Rental*
Calvin.
BIRD feeders & houses. 7300 sqtt. insulated buildAlso butterfly, bat, squirrel, ing w/office space on 3.76
ect. Very high quality west- acres. 14x14 doors, truck
ern cedar. 206 E. Poplar. parking, gas heat, 400
Just east of 4th & Poplar.
amp 3 phase electric. 3
COUCH 6 months old miles from Murray on
Nice lot in Campbell Es- 121 N. 270-354-2269,
tates
Electric dryer good condition
Various size units
Escargo luggage carrier
Walnut Plaza
used once 753-7304

Office Space
104 N. 5th

DATASYM
2020/2010
cash register. Scanner.
Cash drawer. 1 yr old 7532334 ask for Calvin.
OVER 2,000 VHS movies
for sale. Starting at $2.00
each. 753-7670
RIDING mower for sale
436-2867

160
Home Furnishings
1943 Dunkin-Fife set w/6
chairs and china hutch
Colonial lowboy.
SUMMER sitter needed,
753-0834
wo children, in my home
759-9835
4 days a week. Call 759*CAMEL
back
cream
8573 ask for Jamie.
couch for sale. Made by
WILL DO GENERAL
sealy. $350., retail $700. 6
HOUSE CLEANING
weeks old. Call 753-6098.
Call Linda, 759-9553.
NICE Bassett crib, oak or
maple not sure. Compliant
100
with safety regulations.
Business
$100.00 759-5870 anyOpportunity
time.
AAA Greeting Card Rte
180
75 Super Loc s
Lawn & Garden
Local $1500 wkly
800-277-9424.24 hrs
Domestic & Childcare

HOMEWORKERS
Needed.
$635 weekly processing
mail Easy! No experience
needed
Call 1-888-517-2362
Ext 4605 24hrs

2BR Clean Mobile Homes
in small quiet park Call
492-8488
2BR, 2 full bath, mobile
home, furnished or unfurnished. 10 minutes from
Murray. 435-4083.
2BR., stove, refrigerator,
air cond., washer & dryer,
1/2 acre lot, nice storage
bldg. & deck. $250.00 4374386.
NICE 2br, Mobile home
No pets 753-9866

13211
Mobile Home Lots For Rent

WHITE Kenmore refrigera
tor S475 #489-2370

Needed NOW!!
*21 Day Training
•Trackhoe, Dozer,
Backhoe Operators'
*NO MONEY DOWN!'
*Housing & Food
Furnished'
Call TODAY!!
1-800-833-4484
opening.
IMMEDIATE
Landscape foreman position for local landscape
company The responsibilities include interacting with
the landscape designer to
understand the objectives
of the lob, load proper materials and install the project as specified This person will mange a two man
crew and operate some
light equipment Also light
mechanic skills a benefit
Please send resume to
Rolling Hills Nursery. 3860
US HWY 641 N. Murray.
Ky 42071 No phone calls
please or personal visits
please
IMMEDIATE
part-time
opening for dependable
resort
housekeeper
Weekends
mandatory
Call Susan (270)436-2345

APPLIANCE PARTS

3BR 2 bath 16x80 with o
without 2 acres 30x40
shop call 759-8670
CLOSE Out Special
2000 Model Doublewide
Homes Your choice 3 or 4
bedrooms, 2 bath Located
on large lot between Murray and Benton Complete
with appliances, porches,
permanent
foundation.
gutters and down spouts,
Central air condition, water. septic tank, decks and
driveway Ready to move
in
Price reduced to
$59,900 but will consider
any reasonable offer Call
Keith Baker Homes 1800-533-3568 for an appointment

753-9621
320
Apartments For Rent
1&2 bedroom Apts
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
1-2, 3br apts furnished,
near MSU 753-1252 or
753-0606
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished MurCal Realty 753-4444
1BR Apt Available 5/19
Clean
Walk to MSU
$235 p/mo
753-2084
1BR Apt stove, refrigerator. DNV. W/D, Clean, no
pets. 270-753-9841 or
270-436-5496.
1BR duplex. 1 block from
campus. $250., utilities
separate. 1650 Ryan Ave.
753-2649.
180
Garden'
Lam

IE"--i2Iti46TA,.-_-€2,irt015,
PEONIES - HOSTA

DAYLILIE51

new varieties — old favorites
May Special: wholesale

peonies

& hosta $4.00
select olaylilies $1.00/fan many colors

BETHEL GARDENS

Computers
COMPAQ 550 mhz 12 gig
hard drive $350 Gateway
566 mhz 20 gig hard drive
$360 Compaq 700 mhz,
20 gig hard drive $460 17'
monitor $130 753-8630
monitor,
COMPUTER,
keyboard. mouse, speakers, and desk $150.00
759-2471
KELLERS
COMPUTER PLACE.
New computers $399
Upgrades & Repairs
Internet Service
On 121S
436-5933.
9a m -7p m
Mon-Sat
Visa/ Mastercard
MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service
759 3556

Computer
Service
-Computer Repair/
New Systems
-Computer Networking
-Business Software/
Programming
-Phone and Video
Conferencing
-Point of Sale Systems,'
Web Sites
www netCommOustnes COT

Grpq Dowdy

489-2666

1

Hwy. 94 East mrles from down-6own, and follow signs.
May hours: Thurs-Fr!5at. 5-5 or try apt. 753-2570
bethelgardensajuno.com

I

BRADLEY
Apts
Has
openings 3br. 1 bath Approx 1 000sq ft Located
on campus behind Bradley
Book Company New carpet C/H/A $400/ month
Also available, 1 br with
new carpet $250/ month
759-4696 or 435-4632
DUPLEX- 2br, 1 bath
Central H/A, washer &
Dryer, fenced backyard
$420 /mo 753-2571 Days
Ask for Jonathan
EXTRA nice 2br, 1.5 bath
townhouse appliances furnished W'D central gas
heat/ air 1yr lease. 1
month deposit No pets
753-2905
FORREST View Apartments 1213 N 16th Si,
now accepting applications
for 2br townhouses, basic
rent $315/ month Office
Hours, 10- 2, M-F Call
753-1970 Equal Housing
Opportunity
NICE 2br duplex
753-0900
NICE 2br., 2 bath duplex.
With stove, refrigerator,
microwave, W/D. Lawn
maintenance included No
pets. $.475/mo. Plus sercity deposit. 753-9240
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
Southside Manor Apts
1,2 & 3br. apts
Section 8 housing
753-8221
EHO
VERY nice 1br,, w/all appliances including washer
& dryer Close to MSU
759-5885.
VERY roomy 2br. 2 bath
duplex w/garage. Appliances
furnished
w/
washer/dryer. 1yr. lease, 1
month deposit. No pets.
753-2905

3 bedroom house Stove,
refrigerator included w/d
hook-up Located 5 miles
east of Murray. Call 4892506 for more information
3BR, 1 bath in town. available June 1 $375. a
month/ deposit required.
759-1519 No pets.
4BR, 2 baths, washer, dryer, frig. stove, storage
Rent $650.00 Lease & deposit required. 753-7920
No pets.
NICE 2br in Hazel.
492-8526.
Storage Rentals

16*X72"91 Mobile home &
1 308 acres. 2 bedr oom. 2
baths, nicely remodeled.
Near North Elementary.
270-527-7626
1971 12X50 Mobile home
All appliances . deck included $1,500 489-2979
1990 Fleetwood. 2br. 2
bath. 4-sale with option to
rent lot. Very nice location
on Wrather Road NW of
Murray. 753-2994.
1993 16x80 3br, 2 bath
Front & back porch Late
2 car carport w/attached
storage building on 2
acres Kirksey 489-2945
LOCATED in Coach Estates 16x80, 1993 Champion 3br, 2 bath Call 7533855
MUST SELL' 1993 14x70
Norris Mobile Home. 2br, 2
bath. Central H/A. wi front
deck and utility pole ExCall
cellent condition
(270)489-2013,
leave
message

AKC Labs yellows and
Blacks $200
(270)851-364
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858
TOY Poodles 492-6339
Uvestock& Supplies
2 year old Quarter Horse
illy Ready to start, great
confirmation and manners
$1200 Call 753-2905
7YR old OH.gelding 15.1
hands. 489-2357
ORCHARD grass & Timothy Square or round bale
559-1761
TO be bale 1 week
Square Bale Hay
Timothy Orchard Grass,
Red Clover Mixed
NO FESCUE
Call to reserve your hay
$1 75 bale
731-642-5936 after 5pm
Real Estate
HALEY Professional
Appraising
270-759-4218
For What It's Worth"

1

-111Ti
ake Property
2BR. cabin on lake_ Deed
ed
marina
access
$35,000. 270-354-6422_
440
Lots For Sale

(2) 3/4 acre lots. 7 miles
North, Murray. 753-1967.

4 acres with Hwy front
age, city water
17 acres with goos building sites 2 miles out of
town 759 3366
460
Homes For Sale
3BR house and land Call
436-5064
CUSTOM Built 16x29
Great Room 3 bedroom
Office 2 full baths kitchen, dining room large utility room & floored attic
storage, with oversized 2
car garage on 100'x200
lot 803 South 17th Street.
Murray, $149,000 Call
owner 759-1620
EXCEPTIONAL 3br, 2
bath. red brick, double lot,
town edge Consider leasing with option to buy/ limited owner financing Call
753-4109
EXCEPTIONAL
value
Woodgate Sub 3br. 2
bath, LR. DR, Den, 2200
sq ft under roof.large lot
753-4801
GOTTA SEE THIS ONE!
Priced like a fixer upper,
but everything new and
ready to move into 2bf, 1
bath, carport utility room
$39,900
435-4632 or 559-8510
HOME For Sale By Owner
4br,, 3 1/2 bath 3900sf
home. 10 rooms, 10 closets, large TV/entertainment room, great room
w/fireplace, den, waireplace. large recreation
room, large deck, gazebo
w/hot tub 3 lots (1 acre)
Sherwood Forest area
Will consider partial trade
for smaller house
(1500-200sf) $179,000
753-4882
NORTH Calloway: 2 year
old brick, 3br (spilt), 2
bath, vaulted LR, ceiling
fans, carpet, ceramic floor
tile, large porch, deck, 2
car garage. CHA. 2300 sq
ft under roof; 30'x40' 4
stall barn/ lean to, 3.66
acres (2+ fenced)
759-5379
SOUTH Hazel, Tennessee. 3br, 2 bath, C/H/A, on
3.75 acres 492-8526
THREE/FOUR bedroom
house, one bath. Located
on three lots a few miles
from Murray on New Providence Rd. Two large outbuildings $49,500. Call
Neva at 270-753-8085 or
800-458-3993.
WHITE vinyl 3br, 2 bath,
1400 sq. ft. home w/1 car
garage. Built in 1996. 7590119
or
489-2543.
$87,000
470

Motorcycles & ATVs
1996
Kawasaki
Nima
EX500 Sportbike. 1700
miles. Like new Perfect
condition. Fast. 759-8156
53000.00
'98 Harley Electra-Glide
Classic. 8.300 miles. Puryear, Tn $16.500 731-2473070.

FOR SALE

I

=MN
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from Murray. Well
kept home. 2 BR, w/pool. deck, large
kitchen, unfinished upstairs. central
heatJair, including appliances. $69,500.

Quiet setting, minutes

Leave Message 753-4260

115.1La 1r ,!!015
-. lei lea
oh.- uc_.

Os","1-1z a-D°77
0% iiLQ

IT
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All Sizes Available

753-5585

14X74 1992 Spiral Mobile
Home. 3br., 2 bath, al
electric. Nice 1 owne
$11,500. 753-6635.

310 S 4th Si
Office Building
753-4703

3 large lots for doublewide
homes. Located between
APARTMENTS for rent Murray and Benton. InClose to campus 753- cludes septic system wa5980 or 753-1203 after ter tap, and driveway.
Closeout price of $12,500.
5pm
each. Keith Baker Homes
3BR, 1 bath Walking dis- 1-800-533-3568 for and
tance to MSU Available appointment.
now' 759-5885
7 lots in Hazel Starting at
$5.000. all amenities 731641-0197
Rooms For Rent
LOTS for sale Starting at
LARGE BEDROOM in $11.000 Price includes
pleasant home. Share water, septic & driveway.
large living room, kitchen, Also land home packages
& bath, w/d, walk to Hospi- 270-437-4838
tal or down town industry.
$190 plus deposit of
Farms For Sale
$125.1 70 Channel Cable
& Utilities included expect 314 ac -214 ac bottom
for 'phone. References
and bordering city limits
753-9211.
100 ac meadow and
woods, many building
sites Good water, city
gas, 100,000 Bu grain
on Be2 bed., 1 bath separate storage Frontage
dining & laundry rooms. thel Rd and Cook Lane
of Murray.
Updated kit w/ self clean- 1 6 miles east
ing range. ref., micro., & Will divide 489-2462
dishwasher.
Rent
$475/mo. Sec/ cleaning
460
dep. $300. Call Marge
Homes For Sate
759-5534.

641 Storage
320
Apartments For Rent

[
Ea Acreage

1BR, 1 bath apt. in town
furnished. $180 a month.
CREEKVIEW STORAGE No pets. 759-1519.
1BR, like new. appliances. $20-540 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
Coleman RE 759-4118
759-4081
2 nice Apartments for rent
storage
Nice neighborhood Call NORTHWOOD
presently has units availa753-5731
2BR Duplex at 1707 ble 753-2905 or 7537536
Ridgewood $375/month
759-4406
Neon Beach
2BR duplex
nt al/H A,
appliances
Mini-Storage
Coleman RE 759-4118
All Size Units
2BR. 2 bath duplex, gaAvailable
rage Central, no pets
Coleman RE 759-4118
2BR, Near MSU New car
pet. paint & wallpaper
PREMIER MINISTORAGE
C/H/A $325 Also 2br.
*Inside climate control
$250 Coleman RE
storage
759-4118
*Security alarmed
2BR new townhouse, cen*Safe & clean
tral garage 3 story
•We sell boxes'
Coleman RE 759-4118
•We rent U-Hauls
3BR, 2 bath, C/H/A, W/D,
753-9600
no pets lease, $600 deposit $600 month, new
duplex, 1600 Oakhill Cellular 559-2097 Available
June 1
4br, Diuguid Drive Coin
man RE 759-4118
APARTMENTS
FOR RENT
119 Main • 753-6266
437-4113

YOU SHOW US
'Average credit i not perfect i • Steads income history
WE SHOW YOU
•100c4- loan, no money dov.n • Flexible. torgRing program
•Excellent fixed rate 11 1 \ r

Global Mortgage Link
Gen-, p.k,,,,• Pin Huth t •
iat

clue Iii:

WIN( ,l:

753-7407 • Ill N. 12th St. Suite B

FOR SALE

753-3853

EASTSIDE

STORAGE

1306 Doran Road
Beautiful home, brick with new
vinyl siding, on 1-1/2 lots
(150x225), 2,874 square feet,
raised tile patio, 4 bedrooms,
3 baths, great for entertaining,
9 closets - great storage!
$152,500
Call 753-8123 For Appt.
For Sale By Owner
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470
Motorcycles & ATIrs
98 Yamaha Banche 4
wheeler Excellent condi
lion $4 000 0130
73 2905

1

Sport Utility Vehicles
43
1993 Explorer 4 0 auto
2WD. 4dr $4000 OBO
474-0202 after 5PM

Offered

Offered

A time to take care of your
home
Affordable work
done to perfection building remodeling, additions,
porches decks, roofing
siding concrete, fences,
furniture design. and restoration
Free Estimates
753-4380

A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
CHEVY
1997
Blazer
492-8737.
Clean & Sharp $10500
437-3044
firm 753-3705
Free Estimates
1998 red Durango SLT. AJ&D LAWN CARE
1 shape, low miles. call
& LANDSCAPING
436-2242
Mowing. power seeding,
lawn & shrub spraying,
1998 red Durango SLT, A- lime
fertilize. dirtwork- top1 shape low miles, call
soil Wholesale shrubs. &
436-2242
trees, & mulch
Call 759-3840
Used Cars
1990 Buick Park Avenue
high mileage good shape
runs well $2,750 753
3765
'
1993
Camaro
Black
100.000 miles new tires
brakes, rims.. CD player
Cali after 5pm 489-2300.
1995 Plymouth Neon 4oucr low miles $45001
Call 759-5658
1995 Toyota Camary LE.
V-6 power CD changer.
ABS brakes A.C. air bags
,.r Call 759:
Avenger
owner
one
Sliver A sunroof
-8673

L'1 ,1

Credit
ProblemsNo Problem
Courtesy Auto
Plex has auto

Including
ANTENNAS
RV's, TV Towers, rotors,
amplifiers, and accessories
Dish Network & Direct TV
Satellite Systems. Sales.
Service and Installation
Beasley's Antenna
& Satellite.
500 N. 4th St. Murray. KY
270-759-0901.
ASPHALT contractor
Mitchell Brother Paving
Specializing in
*Driveways. *Parking lots,
*Subdivision paving. *Seal
coating. *Stripping,
*Chip & seal
Fully insured,
Locally owned & operated.
Over 30yrs experience
759-0501
753-1537.

AAA CUSTOM BUILT
BACKHOE & TRUCKING
Decks Home Additions
ROY HILL
Remodeling Vinyl Siding
Septic system, gravel
Garages, Carports Pole
white rock
Barns Metal Buildings
436-2113
Fencing Hardwood Floors
BRYON S Lawn Service
Installed & Finished Quali- Free
estimates 759-0276
ty Workmanship AffordaBUD'S Concrete Finishing
ble Rates Licensed
No job to small or too big
753-7860 753-9308
for us We travel anyAFFORDABLE tree work, where, concrete, patios,
hauling
cleaning
out driveway, side walk's, poll
sheds, gutters cleaning, barn's Best price around
etc
give us a call
436-2867
Free Estimates
AHART & Culver
759-4355
Septic Installation
CARPORTS Starting at
Also top soil and gravel
$675 installed Roy Hill
437-4838 or (270)559- (270)436-2113
4986
Cecil McLeod's
ALL Carpentry Service
Lawnmower Repair
From Foundation to
Pick-up & delivery
Finish
753-9814
18Yrs experience
New Construction*
Remodeling* Repairs*
CUSTOM Tractor Work
Concrete Work
Tilling- Blade WorkAGC Certified
Bushhogging
435-4272
Free Estimates
ALL Carpentry,
Gerald L Carroll, Owner
Electrical.
Phone 270-492-6159
Home building, additions,
Cell Phone 853-4188
remodeling. Rotten floors,
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
sagging roofs. Home &
Quality Work Free
Siding
Mobile repair. vinyl siding.
Estimates Over 25 Years
References. Call Larry
Experience Gerald WalNimmo.
753-2592
ters
753-9372, 753-0353.
DO you needed
Asphalt Seal Coating
Remodeling or
Travis Asphalt Sealing
Home Improvement?
From floor to roof,
*Driveways
Competitive rates
*Parking lots
Call Monday -Saturday.
FREE ESTIMATES
759-1494
753-2279

bills, divorce,
repossessions and

ment is a major investment,
The sun. rainwater. 'salt. gasoline, and oil drippage
will take their toll on asphalt. causing cracking and
deterioration.

bankruptcy call
Kenny B at
800-505-5091 or
our credit hot line
24 hours,

With a low cost maintenance program the life of your
asphalt can be doubled.
With 22 years of quality experience in the asphalt
industry,, we can repair and sealcoat structurally
sound asphalt parking lots and driveways, using the
highest quality commercial coal tar emulsion on the
market_
Yes there is a difference in product. product mixture!,
and applications. Give us a chance to give you mor,
information on our products and services.

877-937-2886
\\
(
e,
YES WE CAN SAVE YOU

MONEY - GUARANTEED!!!
2-:52,J•

The

Vans

Payroll Serv,
Administration
& Compliance,
Workers' Comp,
Payroll Tax
Returns, Employee
Benefits and
Administration
Call
Human Resource
Solutions. Inc.
753-1307

*Complete Drywall
Finishing
*Textured Ceiling

Free Estimates
Jerry
924-9336 871-1733
Bruce
924-0997 863-2356
Cadiz, Ky 42211
IF you need general cleaning or ironing or both call

753-6694
JOHNNY WILLIAMS
PAINTING

FENCING
Midway Fence All types
Complete services
Reasonable prices
Free Estimate Insured
Dicke Farley 759-1519.
FOR any outdoor
service's. Lawn, mulch
shrubs, trees, roof's, ect
Call Brandon
436-5277
FRANKLIN
Lawncare Plus
Residential or commercial
mowing and trimming
Free estimate 767-9415
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding, firewood. Insured 489-2839.

•For all residential and
small commercial
painting needs
•36 years experience
*Interior & Exterior
*Custom spraying for
lawn/patio furniture
Louver doors / shutters
•No job too small
•Free estimates
Please call 753-8858
LAWN
mower repair
pick-up or delivery
available
436-2867

PAINTING
Interior- Exterior Free estimates. Call anytime Cell
ph. 210-7010
PROFESSIONAL
landscaping by Red. Maintenance Planting & custom
yard work. Free estimates.
767-9735.

*Carpets *Furniture
*Emergency water
removal
•Free Estimates

For more
information call Kathy
or Tammy
at 753 19
16

SIR CIO%• MALT WAR

270-759-1953

Stevices Offered
HOLDER DRYWALL

ARE YOU LOOKING
FOR A GREAT WAY
TO ADVERTISE
YOUR BUSINESS?

Asphalt Doctor

496

5ao

530

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING

753-5827.
MOODY'S Mower Repair
Pick Up & Deliver
753-5668.

Services attend

r

alti*""nwed

MOVING
Lamb Brothers
Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured Call
Luke Lamb Al
1-877-902-5262 or
270-753-2555

PAINTING
*Interior *Custom
*Faux Finishes
Free Estimates
Rainbow Rooms
759-1552

SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484

ROOF LEAKING?
Call a professional
Residential. Commercial
or Industrial
270-435-4645
SMALL engine repair
mowers for sale
753-0260

SERVICES
Mowing, trimming, leaf &
clipping removal, dethatching, aeration. overseeding
& fertilization, bed mulching Free Estimates
759-9609
WEATER-GUARD
WINDOW COMPANY
Exterior
Home Improvement,
*Replacement windows.
*Vinyl siding.
*Metal roofing.
*Financing available
Call for appointment
Phone - Fax 759-4766
1-888-321-0818
WEST Ky
Seamless Gutters
Free Estimates
753-0278

2 1/2 year old female calico, fixed, free to good
home Call 753-1853
FREE cute kitten
Call 759-5259
FREE
puppies
Rotweiller/Samoyed 4365651

FREE
PALLETS
U-haul off
Murray Ledger & Times

TUCKER LAWN CARE

753-1916
O()
GET YOUR
1
fitoGARAGE SALE
GOING!

A tie
270-753-1

ill now to place your ad!

916

Garag.e
..,
sale pLu

600
.rd
..

s
30

or,:ess
3 bole-

The Murray
Ledger & Times
CLASSIFIEDS

SERVICE
DIRECTORY

Al
l
43407.6411144

Due to high rising petroleum costs, asphalt pave-

loans available for
slow pay, medical

630
Services Obered

Services Offered

Spring fix-up time is almost here! Get
your home into great shape with the
help of these local professionals.

nt1i71 'NG 3DI P
David's Cleaning
Metal
Roofing
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064

Services

•'

Clearring

"Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes
•Brick 'All External Cleaning
.Acid Cleaning Available
•We. Use Hot Water •Parking Lots & Driveway,
Phone (270) 759-4734

David Borders

Owner - Ronnie Geunn
riCt
e
i
gr
io

Iim Butler
Concrete Construction
CONSTRUCTION

••01.4.••••,..6,6

,13,--c)tizer s
Latra

BUTLER

Used Trucks
,r,1 F-150 Flare
1"i toshort whee
5 speed Extra
2034 days 492after 6
50150 2x2 Ext
'
4• 511 500 00

=Moving —
777 Radio Road
Almo, KY 42020

600

(rcer 2";
- Ideal• Of

:t

t'l

Cross County Or Local
Licensed & Insured

t'Il t'

Cnevy pick-up
nterior and ex:.t.1Dmatic t.nted
•
r,Pd rails and
Puns great!
r—r-,

1 2 too.
Alu
f.1,,st sell
BO 759-5680
"1
sage
Docirje Sport 4x4 Ext
• ,
l ,aded Remote start,
489-6169 after
• •
•

FUR Sale 1990 GMC Sone owner, new
15
nrakes good tires air. 2 5
motor 5 speed
901-642-7584
94 Godge Dakota 318.
r.,ack lowered wheel 753'S ;if!er 6pm

Boats & Motors
1990 Champion 18 bass
boat must see A-1 shape
Cal: 436-2242
32FT Gibson house boat
39.900 oho 753-9826
87 Pro-Craft 15ft . 60hp
ye wells depth finders.
trolling motor & cover.
53 700 after 4pm 4354584
94 Ebbtide Champione
1900 runabout boat, garage kept. Excellent condition $8500 Call 753-2905.
DURACRAFT aluminum
crappie boat 17. 60HP
motor, Trailer 2 depth
finders Trolling motor. 3
yrs old 753-2334 ask for
Calvin
1990. Champion 18' bass
boat, must see. A-1 shape
Call 436-2242.

CR

mEDGEROLTivi,
i.t.‘,
L
with the Classi eds.

•RepIace rotten or water damaged floors.
*Install braces & floor Joists under houses for
sagging or weak floors.
*Replace or repair water and drain lines
*Install moisture barriers.

1-877-902-5262 • 1-270-753-2555

Pius...all other home improvements

Owner & Operator
*Luke Lamb*

David Gallimore, Owner
Free Estimates
901-247-5422

-f-?,.-Lamb Brothers
Ji
eService
270-43
36-2
21119
2289
1-800-821-6907
LICENSED & INSURED

Phone: 270-759-0715
Cell: 270-519-4866

••••

-TT

••• •

.

M & T Painting
Now scheduling spring work.
Immediate openings for
interior & exterior painting.
Please-eau-Paul for
free estimate at

270-759-4979

L /It B
CUSTOMS WORKS

•••,.

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?

Professional Home
Repair 6 Restoration

A Bigger Selection — A Better Price?
Be Sire To Shop — Before You Buy'

Wiggins Furniture

V 20 years ot experience in all phases of carpentr
V Fully insured

2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash. Visa, MasterCard. also 12-24-36 month financing
Free Delivery - 270-753-4566

V Our estimates are guaranteed in writing
We specialize in:
I . Water damage repair
4. Moisture control
2. Termite damage repair 5. Home improvements
; Sagging floors
6 Deck construction & returhish,',.
todar) for on estimair 730 31.m.430 51-1.

Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

270-759-8936
rl

Pt st G,11,1 o,

Sereac

Tree Tranmtng
Cleanup Ser

Tri rn num; Full Line of
& Stomp
Roma al

E4114 IpIllerl

Paul Lamb

HALL'S HEATING &
MECHANICAL, INC.
1244 State Route 121 North

Alaficaff
BUILT TO A HIGHER STANDARD
We Service NIBrands
Certified TVA Heat Pump Contractor License iM021,

270-759-2288

To Advertise Your Business In Our Home Improvement Guide
Call Kathy or Tammy at 753-1916 To Get More Information.

• Bush Hogging • Square Hay Baling
• Custom Landscaping • Complete Yard Care
No jobs Too Small Or Too Linxe
Re‘idenfial
• Free Estimates

Free E,timale.s
24

in'

10

David's Home Improvement

4111.111i
yortiolto

2x2 - $205 • 2x4 - $410
4 Weeks & 4 Shoppers

VISA

270-753-8204
NOW in MURRAY and
CALLO WAY COUNTY

HOROSCOPE
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

after serving Mayfield-Graves Co. For 25 Years
rzast Affordable Service Anywhere You Need Us

JERRY'S GLASS
A Full Service Glass Shop

SPECIALIZING IN AUTO GLASS
*We come to your home or office
* Approved by all major insurance companies
(we do all the paper work)
Locally Owned & Operated
Jeff Gream - Associate & Sales
Mirrors • Furniture Tops • Plate Glass
Plexiglass • Tempered & Insulated Glass
Patio Door Glass Replacement

270-759-0203
2281 Rob Mason Road

•

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday'. May
22. 2001'
Let go of what doesn't work Stop fighting the Inevitable and you'll be happier.
What you wish for can become a reality.
Your dnve and focus add to your creative
process. You seem to be an endless idea
machine. If you are single, you draw
many toward you with your soaring
charisma. You enjoy socializing, and this
year you'll do just that. You also might
want to comma to a stronger relationship. If attached, share more of yourself
with your sweetie, but also guard against
a tendency to be unusually self-centered
GEMINI is a soul mate
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
***** A friend or associate surpnses not only you but also others v. ith an
unusually strong and wild reaction to
something Respond carefully In fact, in
general. choose your words more deliberately

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
always have to hang in there no matter
*** Though the Bull is usually thick- what. Emphasize what you want.
skinned, events leave you frayed around VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
the edges Dealing with one who has an ** * Unanticipated developments
impact on your life causes anxious feel- shake up the status quo at work. Avoid
ings and situations Think in terms of reacting if possible. Rather, pull back and
more independence around this person
see where you might be responsible.
Have you been taking a situation or perGEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** You, as well as others, could he son for granted? Put your best foot forfrustrated by news Just v.hen you ward and renew a commitment.
thought you were on the right path, you LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 221
discover you are at the edge of a cliff. **** A child jolts your world, and
Step back until tomorrow, when your this affects an important partnership or
your finances. When is enough enough"
decisions become more solid
Start expressing your dismay and anothCANCER (June 2I-July 22)
** Just when you think you have a er will respond. Detach from the immediate and implement new ideas, especialslam-dunk, you discover otherwise
Someone you deal with financially could ly because your present procedures don't
work.
pull the rug out from under your feet
You ask. "What is going on here" SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Though you might want to sulk, say lit- ** Hold on tight' You might think your
tle Consider ways to avoid this problem house is Adventureland Unanticipated
events leave you unnerved Others
LEO (July 23-Aug 22)
*** If you need to toss your hands in empathize, but also have their hands full.
the air and scream "enough." do so. Let go of what doesn't work. Discussions
You've tned everything else You don't with a friend take on a new direction.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
** You might not believe what you
hear, and others might have a difficult
time with your responses. Concentrate on
givens: focus on each errand or project.
Make decisions about others and how
you choose to deal with them.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 191
**** Use your creativity when facing a challenge Also, don't take a statement as the only option. Relax with what
is happening: refuse to explode.
Emphasize what works.
AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb. 181
*** You jolt others with your actions
and news. By now, you wonder why others react so strongly Strive to be more
compassionate with those around you. A
person met in the next kw days could
become very special.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Your nerves are taut. Take your
time with actions, communication and
conversations in general Stop and assess
what is going on herc. You might need a
break in your day-to-day patterns

DR. GOTT

DEAR ABBY

flags for doctors because a substantial
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
proportion of patients with TIAs will
DEAR DR. GOTT: My doctor diag- progress, within a matter of days, to
nosed me with a TIA last year. Please full-blown strokes Consequently, the
explain what this is, how it differs current approach is to admit TIA
patients to hospital for further monifrom a stroke, and what can be done
toring and testing, which should
to prevent future recurrences.
include carotid Doppler (ultrasound of
DEAR READER: When parts of the the neck arteries to identify blockbrain are deprived of oxygen, certain ages), CT or MRI brain scans (to
neurological disorders appear, check for previous, unrecognized
depending on which portions of the brain damage), and other tests.
brain are involved. This oxygen depriFurther therapy depends on the
vation usually occurs because a small findings. Uncomplicated TIAs, without
blood clot breaks away from the lining
obvious ancillary problems, can be
of an artery and is carried to the head,
with aspirin therwhere it lodges, causing an interrup- successfully treated
clots) and mediblood
reduce
(to
apy
of
tion of blood flow and malfunction
underlying disorders,
brain tissue. If this malfunction is cine to control
such as diabetes and hypertension.
more or less permanent, doctors diagThose patients, on the other hand,
hand,
nose a stroke. If, on the other
who show significant arterial blockthe disorder lasts only a day or two, it
age, heart irregularities, or other
attack
ischemic
transient
a
called
is
afflictions, will need more aggressive
(TIA), meaning that a stroke-like
management.
affliction developed and then quickly
Although you have been in good
disappeared.
health since your TIA, I advise you to
In both cases, the presumed culprit check with your doctor because, as I
is a blood clot. No one knows with cer- mentioned, the recommended evaluatainty why, in one instance, the dam- tion of patients with TIA has changed
age is irreparable and, in the other within the last few months.
situation, it is temporary. However,
To give yotfrrelated information, I
experts do know that when a blood am sending you a copy of my Health
clot forms inappropriately in the body, Report "Stroke." Other readers who
a complex biochemical reaction is would like a copy should send $2 plus
activated, resulting in the release of a long, self-addressed, stamped envenaturally occurring anti-coagulants to lope to P.O. Box 2017, Murray Hill
dissolve the clot. Presumably, with Station, New York, NY 10156. Be sure
stroke, the anti-coagulants are insuffi- to mention the title.
cient to cause complete dissolution,
Copyright 2001, Newspaper Enterprise Assn_
whereas in a TIA, the clot disappears
and normal brain function returns.
Both strokes and TIAs produce a
wide array of nerve disorders, includDR. GOTT
ing weakness, difficulty speaking and
numbness of a body part. However,
only stoke leads to massive injury,
PETER
coma and possible death. Thus,
because strokes are more serious,
GOTT, M.D.
patients usually require extensive
rehabilitation to regain independence.
Moreover, medicine (to control high
blood pressure and assist circulation)
and surgery (to remove the clots
themselves) may be necessary.
Even if TIAs produce minor neurological alterations that clear, they
must be taken seriously because they
are unmistakable warnings that
strokes may follow. Ten or 15 years
You don't
ago, physicians were content to pre- •e<.
have to pay
scribe aspirin therapy and allow
for student financial
patients to return to their regular
aid information.
lifestyles.
KHEAA (800) 928-8926
This orientation has changed. TIAs
are no longer considered to be simple
www.kheaa.com
"warnings." They are viewed as red

DEAR ABBY: I don't know what
to do. Last week I caught my nextdoor neighbor "peeping" into the
bedroom window of a very pretty
neighbor across the street. When I
confronted him, he begged me not to
tell his wife, giving all kinds of psychological reasons for his behavior,
including his upbringing.
Let me add that when my husband and I moved into our home
seven years ago, we had a "peeping
Tom" at our bedroom window. This
neighbor now admits it was he, and
that he also liked to listen to our
bedroom activities! Now he claims
that being caught has completely
changed him. He has promised it
will never happen again. Somehow
I don't buy it.
This man and his wife are a
young couple who have announced
they plan to "make a baby" in the
fall. I worry about the child they
want to bring into the world, and
the consequences of having this guy
as a father.
It's difficult to act normal in
front of his wife. We were becoming
friends and entertained them as
dinner guests a few times. We
helped each other with yard work
and household improvements. Now
I feel extremely uncomfortable
around them. I think his wife has
noticed the strained feeling.
Should I tell her what I know?
My husband says I should stay out
of it, but this has been bothering
me to the point that I feel like
installing security cameras on all
sides of our home.
How should I handle this, Abby?
I need your advice quick.
WORRIED NEIGHBOR
DEAR WORRIED NEIGHBOR:
Your neighbor across the street
should immediately be told
what you witnessed so she can
take steps to protect her privacy. Your local police should be
informed so they can keep an
eye on the man — who clearly
has a problem that requires
professional help. However, I
see no reason to tell his wife at
this time. That information
should come from her husband
or the authorities.
Read on for a more lighthearted "neighbor story":
DEAR ABBY: This is in response
to the letter from "Gardener in
West Palm Beach, Fla." He's the
man who stemmed the constant
flow of criticism from a pesky neigh-
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PLEASE SIGN HERE SO I
CAN VERIPY YOUR CREPT
CARO SIGNATURE

THANK YOU VERY MUCH,
M. BLEMS7ERNER
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MARRIAGE AND CHILDREN
WILL HAPPEN If IT'S
MEANT TO BE, MOM'

IT WILL ALSO HAPPEN IF
'-IOU LEAVE LfOUR HOUSE NOW
AND THEN. TELL PEOPLE
NOURE AVAILABLE... GET
INVOLVED IN SOME NICE
ORGANIZATIONS

..AND IT WILL
HAPPEN IF `IOU QUIT
BEING SO

PICKY, PICKY,P1CK1

MOTHER -\( DON'T
FLIRT WITH
DOESN'T
HIM' HE'S
UNDERSTAND
TOO TALL'
FATE.

LOOKING BACK

bor by telling her it made him
uncomfortable that she constantly
watched him get "all sweaty" while
working in his yard with his shirt
off — then gave her a wink. I had
to laugh because it reminded me of
a similar experience my husband
and I had.
We lived in an apartment over a
business. Our "pests" were an older
couple who lived in a duplex across
the street. They literally Wok turns
watching us through their binoculars! It got to the point where we
couldn't open our front curtains.
One hot day we opened our curtains and front window to let some
air in, and sure enough, there they
were. My husband gave me a sly
grin. Then he turned around,
dropped his shorts and mooned
them! I watched them grab the
binoculars they dropped and run in
the house. Needless to say, they
never watched us again.
STILL LAUGHING IN OHIO

Ten years ago
Justin Shane Franklin, Mary
Anne Todd, John Paul Todd and
Angle LeAnne Mayall are 1991
high school graduates of Eastwood
Christian Academy.
Project Graduation 1991 at Calloway County High School was attended by approximately 93 percent
of the senior class. Krista Buhler
won the 1986 Monte Carlo given
away.
Births reported include a girl to
Rick and Lynn Rowland. April II;
a girl to Brent and Peggy Panter,
May 13.
Twenty years ago
Kentucky Department of Transportation has awarded contracts for
resurfacing one mile of Kentucky
280. New Concord-McCuiston
Road beginning at Kentucky 121;
and 3.4 miles of Kentucky 1828,
Tobacco Road. from Kentucky 783
DEAR STILL LAUGHING:
They were fast learners. Being to U.S. 641.
Births reported include a boy to
moonstruck once was enough.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred A. Aldridge and
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. James Keith
CONFIDENTIAL TO "LONG Stark, May 4; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
TIME AGO" IN ILLINOIS: Charles Douglas Hutson, May 8; a
Tell your husband about the boy to Mr. and Mrs. Larry Lilly,
molestation that happened May 9; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Butch
when you were a little girl. It
Sanderson. May 10; a boy to Mr.
wasn't your fault. Then make an
appointment with a therapist. and Mrs. Paul Krueger. May 17.
Thirty years ago
In order to get on with your life
Barbara Brittain, daughter of Mr.
and stop the flashbacks, you
must bring all of this out in the and Mrs. Raymond Brittain. is valeopen. Please write again and let dictorian and Tim Fannin, son of
me know how you are doing.
Mr. and Mrs. Talmadge Fannin, is
*
salutatorian of the 1971 graduating
class of 136 students at Calloway
Dear Abby is written by Pauline
Phillips and daughter Jeanne Phillips.
County High School. Graduation
exercises will be May 28 at Jeffrey
*5*
Gym. The Rev. Heyward Roberts.

pastor of West Fork Baptist Church,
will speak at the baccalaureate ser% ice May 23 at 2 p.m.
Opal Roberts, Annie Nance and
Jessie Shoemaker of the Murray
Business and Professional Women's
Club attended the Kentucky BPW
convention at Lexington May 1416. '
Forty years ago
The Rev. Henry McKenzie, pastor of College Presbyterian Church.
will speak about "Only a Commencement" with scripture from I
Corinthians 8:2 at the baccalaureate
service for 1961 class of Calloway
County High School on May 28.
Beverly Rogers was installed as
worthy advisor of Murray Assembly No. 19 Order of the Rainbow

CONTRACT BRIDGE

TODAY IN HISTORY

Famous Hand
seven of clubs instead of the jack,
he would have made the contract
due to a lucky lie of the clubs that
would have allowed him to score
two club tricks instead ofjust one.
East shifted to the king of
hearts at trick two, West ruffing
South's ace. It seems normal for
West to play the ace of diamonds at
trick three, but when he did so, it
cost him the contract. Had West led
a trump or a low club instead,South
would have gone down one.
Declarer ruffed the ace of diamonds high,led the three oftrumps
to dummy's seven, ruffed another
diamond high,led thefour oftrumps
to dummy's five and ruffed a third
round ofdiamonds. He then cashed
three more rounds of trumps, producing this position:
North
•9
+K9
This dramatic deal occurred
East
West
in the semifinal round of the
Q 10
•Q
Spingold Team of Four Champi+10
+Q8
onship some years ago. It feaSouth
tures a bad play by declarer that
+8
should have cost him the con•3
tract, followed by a good recovery
47
that resulted in his making the
South now led his last trump,
contract.
West led a club against five and poor West was squeezed. Whatspades, declarer playing low from ever he discarded, declarer would
dummy. When East won with the win the last three tricks. So South
ace, South falsecarded with the wound up making five spades after
jack. Had South followed with the all — the hard way.

West dealer.
Neither side vulnerable.
NORTH
+ 75
V J 92
•9 8 6 4 2
+K9 5
EAST
WEST
4—
+62
V K Q1087654
•—
•AQ1073 •KJ5
+Q86432 +A10
SOUTH
4AKQJ 109843
•A3
•—
4J 7
The bidding
South
North East
West
4+
4V
Pass
Pass
5V
5+
Pass
Pass
Opening lead — four of clubs.

Tomorrow: Vanishing act.

CROSSWORDS
35 Stories
36 Faeroe
Islands
whirlwind
37 Military abbr.
38 Loses
bnIliance
39 As written
(music)
40 Agave plant
41 Coal digger
42 Apparel
43 Marc —
45 Foolish
individuals
47 Woman's
name
48 Overact
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1 Sorcerer
6 Billie Jean
King
opponent
11 Despot
12 Loan shark
14 Irritates
15 Floats
upward
17 Cerium
symbol
18 Ms. Zadora
19 — Carlo
20 Edgar A.21 Ma's partner
22 The — Way
23 — over
matter
24 Perfectly
26 Outer
coverings
27 Contends
28 Air passage
29 Comes off in
layers
31 Month
34 Allan and
Miller
1
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for Girls. Frances Churchill is
mother advisor.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Bobby Pritchett and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Wallis Rogers.
Fifty years ago
Helen Colburn, Thelma Jones
and Emajean Walker, all of Murray.
and Mavis Sledd of Hazel are
among 28 members of the freshman
nursing class at Murray State College to receive their school caps in a
ceremony marking the end of their
pre-clinical study to be held at Murray State College auditorium on
May 26.
Sadie Nell Jones, Ruth Blackwood, Ruth Lassiter. Ruby Pool and
Laurine Doran were installed as officers of the Murray Business and
Professional Women's Club at a
special dinner meeting.

By The Associated Press
Today is Monday. May 21, the
141st day of 2001. There are
224 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On May 21, 1927, Charles A.
Lindbergh landed his "Spirit of
St. Louis" near Paris, completing
the first solo airplane flight
across the Atlantic Ocean.
On this date:
In 1542, Spanish explorer
Hernando de Soto died while
searching for gold along the
Mississippi River,
In 1832, the first Democratic
National Convention got under
way, in Baltimore.
In 1881, Clara Barton founded
the American Red Cross.
In 1924, 14-year-old Bobby
Franks was murdered in a "thrill
killing" committed by Nathan
Leopold Jr. and Richard Loeb,
two students at the University of
Chicago.
In 1956, the United States
exploded the first airborne
hydrogen bomb over Bikini Atoll
in the Pacific.
In 1959. the musical "Gypsy."
inspired by the life of stripper
Gypsy Rose Lee, opened on
Broadway.
Ten years ago: Former Indian
Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi was
assassinated during national
elections by a suicide bomber.
Ethiopia's Marxist president,
Mariam,
Haile
Mengistu
resigned and fled into exile as
rebels continued to advance.
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8 Man's name
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23 Less than
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28 A Harper
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Blue mold not in Kentucky yet
We haven't heard much about
blue mold this season thus far
Hopefully, blue mold will not invade Kentucky or this area this
year; however all tobacco producers
should be suspect of any and all disease in tobacco and have suspect
plants checked for proper disease or
problem identification.
The blue mold situation in Kentucky is about absent of any positive samples at this point in time.
No blue mold has been detected
but some plants have been checked
throughout the state. Maybe no
positive identifications will be made
this production season.
Weather conditions thus far have
not been conducive for blue mold
development. However, with float
and greenhouse systems. a favorable site for development is available if blue mold inoculum is introduced to the area. Producers should
maintain sanitary sites around float
systems by disposing of float trays
properly and, after transplanting has

AGRICULTURE UPDATE

GERALD CLAYWELL
UK Cooperative Extension Agent
been finished, destroy sites that
could harbor any available fungal
matter.
Float plants still in float production systems should still be protected with Ferbam or Dithane treatments as a preventative for fungal
diseases. These applications can
prevent other diseases that can be
problematic in tobacco transplant
production.
Call if you have questions.
The Calloway County Cooperative Extension Service has a summer intern working with agriculture.
Justin Clymer will be working with
me for 12 weeks this summer and
began work on May 14.

The summer intern program is a
way for selected individuals to gain
knowledge and experience in day to
day activities of county extension
agents to sample whether extension
work is what they want in a career.
Justin's critique so far in his
work includes the following:
"I will be serving Calloway
County for 12 weeks this summer
as a part of the intern program sponsored by the University of Kentucky
Cooperative Extension Service.
Luckily, I was chosen to serve in
Calloway County, full of good people and lots of agriculture.
"Calloway County is not unfa-

miliar to me as 1 have been attending Murray State University since
1997. I am a senior and have plans
to graduate in December 2001. My
major is in Agriculture Science
which covers a broad range of subjects, but my primary interests are
in the field of agronomy.
"My hobbies include raising
wholesale nursery stock, gardening
and working with draft horses. I am
originally from Marshall County
and I currently live in Graves
County, but am glad to serve the
great agricultural county of Calloway.
"Extension agents are historically known as the information providers to the people concerning Agriculture and Natural Resources, 4H and Family and Consumer Sciences. I hope I am able to provide
knowledge to the people of Calloway County in one or more of these
subjects, but I am also here to learn
what Calloway County has to teach
me."

PETS OF WEEK...Murray-Calloway County Animal
Shelter, located on Shelter Lane off East Sycamore
Street, features this Siamese mix cat, adult male
named Simon, left, and this Calico cat, six months
old, female named Nancy, among the many animals
available for adoption. Shelter officials urge persons
to call the shelter if they have lost or found an animal. Hours of the shelter are 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday, 10 a.m. to 3 .m. Saturday and
closed on Sunday. For information call 759-4141.

Official to discuss animal health
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Animal
health issues have been in the news
all year as disease has ravaged livestock herds in Great Britain and
parts of mainland Europe. On May
22, state and federal officials will
converge on Elizabethtown to educate farmers on steps they can take
to prevent a similar outbreak in
Kentucky.
About 300 people are expected
for the meeting, which will be from

10 a.m.-2 p.m. EDT at the Pritchard
Community Center.
Kentucky is a leader in cattle
and horses and also is very active in
swine, sheep, poultry and goats,"
said Kentucky Agriculture Commissioner Billy Ray Smith, who will
open the session. It is absolutely essential that we do everything we
can to ensure the health of Kentucky livestock."
Three officials from the U.S.

Department of Agriculture — Dr.
Roger Odenweller, Dr. Mike Paylick, and Dr. Barry Meade — will
give presentations on foot-andmouth disease (FMD), bovine
spongiform encephalopathy (BSE,
or mad cow disease), and West Nile
virus and USDA's Regional Emergency Animal Disease Eradication
Organization. Dr. Don Applegate. a
professor at Morehead State University, will talk about his experi-

ence in working on the FMD outbreak in the United Kingdom.
Speakers for the afternoon session include W.R. Padgett. director
of the Kentucky Division of Emergency Management, and Paul Fay
of the Federal Emergency Management Agency.
For more information, or to register, contact Teresa Laudennilk at
the Kentucky Department of Agriculture at(502)564-4696.

Now Get
A Discount On Car
Insurance Without
Getting A Discount
On Service.
See me for details on how you may save up to 32%:
Don Henry, Agent
302 East Main Street
Murray, KY
270/753-9935

Pond construction funds available
FRANKFORT. 1(,. — To stimulate the development of Kentucky's
aquaculture industry, cost-share
funding for pond construction is
now available through the Governor's Office of Agricultural Policy.
The 2000 General Assembly appropriated $4 million for aquaculture infrastructure needs. The. Aquaculture Task Force earmarked $2
million for the cost-share program.
with the remaining $2 million being
tagged for hatcheries, nurseries and
processing facilities.
The initial cost of pond construction was cited by lawmakers as a

primary reason many interested Commonwealth," said John-Mark
farmers fail to enter into aquacul- Hack, executive director of the
ture production.
Governor's Office of Agricultural
"Aquaculture will never reach its Policy. The office is charged with
full potential in Kentucky until we the duty of administering the mogive farmers the opportunity to en- nies.
ter competitively into the industry,"
Each approved applicant will resaid Kentucky Agricuhure Commis- ceive a one-time reimbursement of
sioner Billy Ray Smith. "This is just eligible expense for pond constructhe incentive many have been look- tion at a rate not to exceed $2,600
ing for to begin new ways of mak- per half-acre of pond surface area
ing a living on the farm."
and $26,000 per applicant for a
"These funds appropriated by the minimum of five acres of pond surlegislature will allow us to work face area.
with farmers to develop a thriving
Deadline for applications for the
aquaculture industry within the reimbursement of expenses related

to production development undertaken between July 1, 2000, and
June 30, 2001 is May 30. Applications for reimbursement of expenses
related to development planned for
between June 1, 2001, and June 30,
2002, will be accepted June
1—Aug. 30.

statefarm.com
State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Comilam, t not in NJ!
State Farm Indentnit (" riip,iny (NJ)•Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois
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Well, at least you don't have to
pay for checking anymore.

Norwalk Furniture has some of the finest customcrafted furniture available. And, it's on sale now
at Crass Furniture through May 29th.
Choose from hundreds of fabrics and styles...all
custom-crafted and delivered in about 30 days.
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Unlimited check writing.
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See your local branch for details.
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